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Rubberized Floor To Be
Installed In MSU Arena
The 26-year-old hardwood playing
surface in Racer Arena is on the way to
the junk heap to clear room for a new
$51,000 rubberized floor for the Murray
State Racer basketball team.
Workman have begun ripping out the
floor — a "source of embarrassment
for the university in recent years" — to
prepare for the installation of the new
surface which is planned to be completed by the time coach Ron Greene's
Racers open practice Oct. 15.
The replacement of the floor is one of
several improvement projects that are
currently in progress at athletic
facilities as well as other areas on the
campus.
The hardwood floor has been sanded
and refinished six times since the
fieldhouse was constructed in 1954,
university officials report. The hardwood floor has been showing signs of
wear and age including areas where the
floor is buckled to the point of being
"dangerous" and other areas where the
surface has become "spongy." a

spokesman said.
The problems with the floor have
been aggravated in recent years by
leaks in the roof which, at times, have
been severe enough to delay action in
Racer basketball games.
"We're in the process of trying to stop
the leaks," university budget director
Jim Hall said today.
Hall said the new arena floor is one of
"100-plus small projects" that have
been scheduled for some time on the
campus.
According to Murray State sports information director Doug Vance, both
athletic director Johnny Reagan and
coach Greene agreed that the Racers
would "not have been able to play on
the floor this year."
After the wood floor has been completely removed, construction crews
will pour a layer of concrete approximately four inches thick over the 7,000foot playing area and perimeter.
M. C. Garrott, director of public information at the university, said that he

Bayh Comments On
Investigation Of Billy
WASHINGTON ( AP) — The head, of
the Senate investigation of Billy
Carter's ties with Libya says that so
far, he sees no bombshells and no "major breach of public trust" by President
Carter or his advisers.
But Sen. Birch Bayh, D-Ind., said
Monday his investigating committee
will probably find cases "where judgement can be questioned." He said
evidence will be followed wherever it
leads.
"We will make a judgement whether
there is a major misdeed or a minor
mystery," Bayh told reporters.
His assessment came as his special
Senate judiciary subcommittee headed
into fullscale hearings today on the
dealings of President Carter's brother
with Libya, and the Carter administration's handling of the affair.
The leadoff witness is Billy Carter's
business associate, Henry "Randy"
Coleman. Billy Carter is expected to
testify Thursday and Friday.
Both registered as foreign agents for
Libya under Justice Department
pressure after Billy Carter got $220,000
from Libya. Coleman picked up the
checks for $20,000 and $200.000 from the

in
Libyan diplomatic station
Washington, according to published
reports.
Billy Carter said the $220,000 was part
of a $500,000 loan he needed to pay debts
and sources who have seen the checks
say the word "loan" is written on them.
Billy Carter,and Coleman also tried
together to arrange a business deal
under which they would supply Libyan
crude oil to the Florida-based Charter
Oil Co.
The company says it agreed to pay
Billy Carter up to 50 cents for every
barrel of Libyan crude oil he could
deliver. Coleman has said he expected
to get part of that money.
But Billy Carter told reporters last
week that Libya made no commitment
to supply the oil. "They said we'd talk
about it," he said.
The company's president, Louis
Nasife, and a former company consultant, Jack McGregor,are to testify.
The White House says it also briefed
Coleman on Libya's effort to take
delivery of eight U.S. C-130 cargo
planes, but says that neither Billy
Carter nor Coleman tried to influence
U.S. policy on the planes.

had been told by physical plant director
Clarence Leffler that the concrete must
"cure" for 45 days before the rubberized Tartan-type surface known as Versiturf can be poured.
Crouch Construction Co. of Mayfield
was awarded the contract for the installation of the new playing surface.
Hall also reported that the university
has reached an agreement with the 3M
Company on the replacement of the
track surface at Roy Stewart Stadium.
"The university has been dissatisfied
with the surface since it was installed,"
Hall said, adding that 3M has agreed to
"pick up a major part of the cost" of
replacing the track.
That project is expected to get underway within a few days.
The university tennis courts on
Chestnut Street have recently been
refurbished with a new surface court, also, MSU officials report.
In another area on the campus, Dr.
Marshall Gordon, vice president for
university services,said the renovation
of Wrather Hall is nearing completion.
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partly sunny
Partly sunny, hot and humid today and Wednesday. Mostly fair
and very warm tonight. A chance
of thunderstorms today with
highs in the low to mid 90s. Lows
tonight in the low to mid 70s.
Highs Wednesday in the mid 90s.
Extended Forecast
Partly cloudy and a chance of
showers each day with a cooling
trend on Saturday. Daytime
highs in the 90s Thursday lowering into the 80s by Saturday.
Overnight lows in the 70s early
Thursday, cooling into the 60s by
Saturday morning.
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NEW ARENA FLOOR — Workman have begun ripping out the hardwood floor in Murray State University's Racer
Arena in preparation for the installation of a new Versiturf rubberized playing surface. The projected cost of the
project is $51000.

Columnist Anderson Said He Felt
U.S. Invasion Of Iran Would Fail
CHICAGO(AP)—Syndicated columnist Jack Anderson says he reached the
"anguishing" decision to disclose the
details of an alleged U.S. plan to invade
Iran because he is convinced the mission would fail.
"Because of the political nature of
this plan, because it almost certainly
would not succeed, I decided to expose
it," he said in a speech Monday night.
Anderson has reported that President
Carter is planning a military operation
aimed at freeing the U.S. hostages in
mid-October, timed for maximum advantage in his re-election campaign
against Ronald Reagan and John B.
Anderson.
The White House and Defense
Secretary Harld Brown have flatly
denied the allegation, and the White
House labeled the story "grotesque"
and "irresponsible." Several
newspapers that normally carry Anderson's column,including the Washington
Post,the New York Daily News and the
Atlanta Constitution, did not run the
column Monday.
In his speech, Anderson claimed
Carter ordered last April's rescue attempt of the American hostages in

Bids For Second
Repair Phase
Are Reviewed

SCHOOL DAYS AGAIN — City school students reported to their respective schools today to register. Classes in
the city schools will be abbreviated today and Wednesday. The first full day of classes is scheduled for Thursday.
Calloway County students will report for registration Aug. 27.

PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) — Low bid for
second phase repair work on the Interstate 24 bridge at Paducah, which
has been closed since Aug.3, 1979,came
in $1.9 million below engineering
estimates.
American Bridge Division of U.S.
Steel Corp. of Chicago submitted a low
bid of $2,397,582, one of four bids opened
last week. Officials will review the bids
to make certain they conform to
specifications.
All four bids came in under the
engineering estimate of $4.5 million.
The first phase work, now under way,
involves placing 89 steel plates over the
worst cracks that were found in the
bridge, causing officials to close it.
Second phase work involves installation of an additional 121 splice
plates.
The bid specifications require the
bridge to be reopened to all traffic, including heavy trucks, by June 1, 1981.
All work must be completed by midJuly of next year.

In State's New Ad Campaign

Kentucky To Be Promoted Like Business
•7*T
•
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LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — The Kentucky Commerce Department is spending $1 million to help reshape the
state's image and attract more
business.
The contract went to Doe-Anderson
Advertising Agency of Louisville which
will use'the theme "Kentucky & cb. the state that's run like a business" to
enhance the image of the Bluegrass
country.
Jim Lindsey, a vice president at DoeAnderson, said Kentucky's main pro-poms in attracting business are

visibility and people's attitudes toward
the state.
"We're not a big state," Lindsey said.
"and our research indicated that at
first thought, people don't think we're
very aggressive."
"Research also indicated that the advantages of locating in Ketittitty are
about the same as those of other states
with sindlor resources," he added.
Professionalism, a favorable
business climate and support from the
top for new business will be featured in
the advertising campaign to get Ken-.

tucky '... in the running," Lindsey
noted.
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. will be
featured in a business-like setting for
many of the ads Doe-Anderson plans.
"Meet Kentueky's board of directors," says the headline On one, portraying Brown with his Cabinet.
Another ad says, '7With this man
(Brown) as CEO (chief- executive officer) of Kentucky, it's business • but
not as usual."
Although the campaign isn't scheduled to break until December or January,

*

Doe-Anderson officials say it is not a
campaign to promote Brown's political
image nationally.
"Brown represents every element of
the atmosphere we're trying to create,"
said Doe-Anderson President Robert S.
Allison. "He's the only one ang the nation's governors who really is a
businessman -whose background is running a business."
"The ads sell Kentucky, not Brown,"
added Lindsey. "But by using the
governor we can get the attention of the
decision-makers."

Tehran because his ratings had slipped
in the public-opinion polls. That effort
was aborted because of helicopter
failure, and eight soldiers died in an aircraft collision during the withdrawal
from the Iraniaddesert.
The columnist noted, that Carter's
standing in the polls has dropped again
and said the president has ordered
plans be prepared for the "limited invasion" because "it just comes naturally
to him to react politically."
However, Anderson said unidentified
experts believe the plan — which he did
not describe in detail during his speech
— would fail. He said it was only
because these experts believe the plan
is flawed and that Carter's motivation

9. 1

Anderson said that while Carter has
not actually "ordered" the invasion,
"he has started preparations for a
limited invasion of Iran" and that one
"control point" in the operation already
has passed.

Local Authority Strives
For Integrated Housing
Applications from low-to-medium income minority families and minority
elderly persons are being solicited in an
effort to create integrated public housing within the Murray Housing Authority, according to Mary Beth Warren, executive director.
According to the Affirmative Action
Plan adopted by the authority's board
of commissioners, Warren said eligible
minority applications for housing are
given placement priority in order to
gain integration as quickly as possible.
However, due to the low percentage
of minority population in Murray and
Calloway County, especially among the
elderly, a desirable integration index
will not occur rapidly.
As an example, Warren said that

when a vacancy occurs in a
predominantly white neighborhood, all
minority applicants are offered the
apartment before it can be offered to a
white applicant. She added that the
policy is reversed in a predominantly
minority neighborhood.
Presently, all apartments in the
authority are occupied or are in the process of being assigned from existing
waiting lists, Warren said. Vacancies
occur at a slow rate and a considerable
number of non-minority applications
are on file and waiting,she added.
Determination of eligibility will be
established and applicants will be placed on a waiting list.
Applications will be obtained in the
housing authority office, 716 Nash Dr.

Quarterly Economic Drop
Near Worst In History
By GLENN RITT
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) — The nation's
economy plunged at an annual rate of 9
percent from April through June, nearly the worst quarterly drop in history,
the government said today.
The Commerce Department also
reported that corporate profits fell
precipitously during the second
quarter, as the nation's economy felt
the full force of the recession.
The 9 percent decline in inflationadjusted Gross National Product — the
total value of goods and services — was
only slightly better than the 9.1
preliminary figure released last month.
The worst quarterly fall ever occurred during the depths of the last recession when GNP plummeted a record 9.1
percent.
A Commerce Department economist
called Tuesday's revision "irksignif
cant."
Last month, when the preliminary
figures were announced, the department's chief economist Courtenay
Slater said: "The 1980 recession struck
with full force duriffg the second
quarter, causing large declines in production and employment."
On Monday,the government reported
that housing starts rose 4.8 percent to
an annual rate of 1.266 million units in

..e.-41..."011••••••09,......~..••••••••••-•
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is political that he and his staff were
able to learn details of-the alleged mission.
"We would have a very difficult time
carrying this (mission) out," and for
that reason, he said, he decided to
publish his findings. "I can assure you
it was an anguishing decision," Anderson added. "I don't think newsmen
should pry into military secrets except
in special circumstances."

•

July. That follows a revised 33 percent
jump in June.
Before then, housing starts had fallen
to a 906,000 annual pace, just about half
the rate for all of last year.
Despite the improvement, last
month's pace was 28 percent below the
annual rate in July 1979. For the first
seven months of 1980, starts are off 36
percent from the same period last year.
the Commerce Department said.
The Commerce Department Monday
also reported that personal income of
Americans rose $28.6 billion, or 1.4 percent, in July to a seasonally adjusted
annual rate of $2.118 trillion.
However, all but $4 billion of this increase was due to boasts in transfer
payments, particularly Social Security
benefits. Recipients received a 14.3 percent hat-of-living adjustment in July.
Wages and salaries — the backbone
of most people's income — actually dipped $1.7 billion, or 0.1 percent, after rising $2.8 billion the month before. Farm
income remained virtually the same as
in June, the Commerce Department
said.
This does neit take Into account the
impact of inflation. Wholesale prices,
particularly food costs, rocketed by 1.7
percent in July, or at an annual rate exceeding n percent. Consumer prices
for the month have not beebreleased.

•
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Apperson-Reeves Engagement Announced

Jo Burkeen, Local Seene Editor
y

Coming Community Happenings Listen

"In Be
It
In Decent bef

Wednesday, Aug.20
Hazel Senior Citizens will
have activities from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. at the Hazel Center.

Tuesday, Aug. 19
Murray Assembly No. 19
Rainbow for Girls
Order of
will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge
hall.

Mr. and Mrs. Walter Lee Apperson of 1511 Chaucer Drive are today
announcing the engagement of their
daughter, Kate Kennedy, to David
Kent Reeves of Owensboro, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Lester V. Reeves, Jr.,
of Alexandria, Ky.
Miss Apperson is the granddaughter of Mrs. R. D. Bailey and
the late Mr. Bailey of Paducah, and
of Mr. and Mrs. Cleo N. Apperson of
Mayfield.
She is a graduate of Murray High
School, and is a senior at Murray
State University. Miss Apperson is
vice-president of Alpha Omicron Pi
Sorority.
The prospective bridegroom is the
grandson of V. G. Teeters and the
late Mrs. V. G. Teeters of Eminence,
Ky., and of Mr. and Mrs. Lester V.
Reeves,Sr.,also of Eminence.
A graduate of Owensboro Senior
High School, Mr. Reeves is a
graduate of Murray State University
where he was a member of Sigma
Chi Fraternity.
A December wedding is planned in
Murray.

Men's Chiarch Softball
League will start play at 6
p.m. at the City-County Park.
Friends of Kentucky Educational Television will conduct
a county-wide telephone campaign to raise funds for the
Kentucky network. For information call Carole Hahn, 7530309 after 6 p.m.

Oaks Ladies Invitational
Golf Tournament will be held
at the Oaks Country Club.
Bridge with Beauton Brandon
as hostess will be at 9:30 a.m.
Ladies day golf will be
played at 9 a.m. at the Murray
Country Club with Anna Mary
Adams as hostess.
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Thursday, Aug.21
Murray High Athletic
Boosters will have a dinner for
the football team at 6:30 p.m.
at the Murray High School
practice field. Tickets at $2.50
each are on sale by the
cheerleaders.

Thursday, Aug.21
Baptist Young Women of
First Baptist Church will meet
with Vicki Sorrow at 6:30 p.m.

Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at 8 p.m. at
the lodge hall, North 16th
Street.
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Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
the Hazel Center with lunch at
11:45 a.m.

Ca:

Twin Lakes Antique Car
Club will meet at Gateway
Steakhouse at Draffenville at
7 p.m
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Thursday, Aug.21
Janelle Doyle Group of First
Baptist Church will meet at 11
.944
4010.
Alcoholics Anonymous will a.m, at the church parlor.
end
west
the
at
meet at 8 p.m.
Business and Professional
of the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition Women's Club will meet at
,/
Center, College Farm Road.
6:30 p.m. at the Triangle Inn
*
with Dr. Tom Muehleman as
Murray TOPS (take off speaker.
pounds sensibly) Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Area members of Alpha Phi
Center.
International Fraternity, coland alumnae, are inRetires of Local 1068 UAW legiate
attend an informato
vited
of the Tappan Company will
tional gathering at 7:30 p.m.
meet at 5:30 p.m. at the First
the home of Mitzi Moyers,
Christian Chaurch. This open at
Avenue,
Fountain
230
UAW.
the
of
retirees
all
to
Paducah.
TM
Wednesday, Aug.20
Board of Directors of
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
lliss Kate Kennedy .4pperson
Every other week throughout
Mental
Murray-Calloway
Order of the Eastern Star will
1980, the National Bridal
Health-Mental Retardation meet at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
For brides-to-be Service will award another
Association is scheduled to hall.
couple $1,000 cash.
meet at 3 p.m. at the center,
who could use lucky
In addition, twenty-six free
702 Main Street.
Men's Stag Night will be
$1,000 cash... honeymoons and many
at 6 p.m. at the Murray
Yguth organizations of the held
Broach, Murray; Christy E.
Tom
with
8-9-80
Club
more merchandise prizes. The sooner you
Country
• Sinking Spring Baptist Church
and
,
McNally
Phil
the greater your chance of winning!
Bloom,
register,
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
1,
Melber.
Rt.
Harris,
will meet at 7:30 p.m.
Larry Robinson in charge of
No purchase is necessary. Stop by and
Green, baby girl (Joyce),
Mrs. Crystal June Curd,Rt.
arrangements.
Rt. 2, Box 73A, Hickory.
register.
2, Hazel; Mrs. Dorothy L.
DISMISSALS
Moonshine For Your Gas
Rogers, 1609 Wiswell Rod,
open
be
will
Center
Ellis
Mrs. Dana G. Croych and Murray; Mrs. Virginia R. Tank will be the program
baby boy, Rt. 1, Box 214A, Brown, Rt. 1, Box 136, Hardin; from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Em- from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for acMurray; Walter T. McCoy,Rt. Mrs. Lyda Sue McMillin, 1500 pire Point, Land Between the tivities by the Murray Senior
Citizens with lunch served at
1, Box 297A, Dover, Tenn.; Clayshire Drive, Murray; Lakes.
11:30 a.m.
Mrs. Lona Mae Geurin, Rt. 6, Mrs. Elizabeth H. Marshall,
Box 331, Murray; Mrs. Shirley), Box 246, Hazel.
Douglas Center will be open
113 S. 4th
Douglas Center will be open
Z. Townley, Rt. 2, Box 283,
Mrs. Edith S. Mathis, Rt. 4, from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for acBuchanan, Tenn.; Mrs. San- Box 700, Murray; Early Y. tivities by the Senior Citizens from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
Member National Bridal Service
dra M. Burnett, All Fox Brandon, Hazel; Seth Cooper, with lunch at 12 noon and Senior Citizens activities with
lunch at 12 noon.
Meadows, Murray.
Southside Manor, Muray; square dancing at 1 p.m.
Mrs. Frances J. Bullock, Rt. Bobby J. Carson, Rt. 2, Box
5, Cadiz; Wanda L. Crutcher, 58C, Buchanan, Tenn.; Mrs.
Rt. 2, Hazel; Brandon Dorothy Nell Higgins, Box 24,
Williams, Rt. 1, Box 347C,Spr- Almo.
v%.,1:44k•WM•mt
•%0",,roblaP•Vieww%
v‘
ingville, Tenn.; Ricky D.
Mrs. Brooksie Maddox,
V411142
4%,•••ANNAANNi
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Hopkins, Rt. 2, Box 90A, Mur- Hazel; Euel Pritchett, Dex•
ray; Mrs. Debi A. Bohannon, ter; Mrs. Hortense Ellis, 1009
•
Rt. 1, Box 325A, Calvert City; Story Avenue, Murray; Mrs.
•
Anna R. Owens, 1658 Calloway Juanita M. Lax, 506 South
•
Avenue, Murray.
Sixth Street, Murray; Mrs.
Mrs. Phyllis A. Craig, Rt. 1, Hazel L. Hill, Rt. 1, Farm•
Box 15A, Buchanan, Tenn.; ington.
•
Mrs. Sadie N. Waters, 1397
•
Charles G. Clayton, 422
•
Johnson Boulevard, Murray; South Eighth Street, Murray;
Mrs. Marlena G. Thweatt, Rt. Mrs. Audra D. Elkins, Rt. 5,
3, Benton; Mrs. Mary Ann Box 114, Murray; Mrs. Erma.
Seavers, Rt. 1, Box 132, Mur- Lee Lovett, 753 Riley Court,
ray; Jann L. Washer, 110 Murray; J. Glenn Dillon, Box
1, Crutchfield; Mrs. Aline E.
Frostt Acres All Green
Jackson,807 Hurt Drive, Murray; Leander Finney, New
20 Lb. Box
Concord.
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Patients Are Listed At Local Hospital
Meadows, Murray; Mrs.
Marion G. Brown, Rt. 1, Benton; Hoyt G. Wyatt, 1900 Sherrie Lane, Murray; Debbie G.
NEWBORN.ADMISSIONS
Crutcher, 100 South Ninth
(
,
)
a
s
r
e
T
boy
baby
Starks,
Street, Murray; Fred
Rt. 2, Hazel.
Seavers, Jr., Rt. 2, Water
Watkins, baby girl (Cathy),
Valley.
Rt. 2, Hazel.
Ralph W. Riley, Rt. 2, Box
Chadwick, baby girl
Murray; Mrs. Ida B.
308,
(Rebecca), Rt. 1, Box 140,
Hargraves, Rt. 2, Hazel; Mrs.
Almo.
Inez H. Gibbs, 2212 EdinFlood, baby girl (Barbara),
Murray;
borough,
Rt. 2, Box 78, Paris, Tenn.
Christopher M. Covahey, HarDISMISSALS
din; Mrs. Larue Biell, 507
Mrs. Gwendell A. Fleagle,
Whitnell, Murray.
Murray;
209 Walnut Street,
Mrs. Fairra 0. Brady, 99
Clin1,
Rt.
Mrs. Debbie Tune,
Street, Fulton;
Eddings
701
ton; Mrs. Anna Inell Sims,
Box 143,
Strader,
L
James
Williams Street, Paris, Tenn.;
C.
Norene
Mrs.
Hazel;
De Anna Rose, 1012 Reynolds,
184,
Box
2,
Rt.
,
Sawyers
Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Lisa K.
Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs. Mabel
Henson and baby girl, Rt. 2,
L. Prow, 608 Givens Street,
Benton.
Providence; Mrs. Erin G.
Mrs. Barbara J. Darnall
Reed,1002 Payne, Murray.
and baby girl, Rt. 1, Box 155A,
Everette L. Massey, MI
L.
Patricia
Mrs.
ille;
Gilbertsv
11th Street, Murray;
South
1,
Rt.
girl,
baby
Howell and
Craig, Rt. 2, Hazel;
B.
Lela
Glenda
Box 46B, Almo; Mrs.
h Puckett, DexElizabet
Mrs.
e;
A. Thomas, Box 86, Lynnvill
Willoughby,
Ella
Mrs.
ter;
Mrs. Juanita L. Morris, Rt. 3,
Concord.
New
173,
Box
Box 241, Murray; Kevin S.
McHale,Box 653, Calvert City. Adults 104
Richie L. Morris, 1)I3 Fox Nursery 12
Adults 136
Nursery 12
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Children's Shop
Southside Shopping Center
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Tina Wed.
She's 19
And Ready (It)
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HOMES FOR AMERICANS

The Hunt for Space Intensifies
By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeatures
The search for creative ways
to get inure mileage out of
existing living space has beconic more intense lately
With both rental costs and
the cost of buying a home escalating on an almost monthly
basis, people are finding it necessary to make do with the
space they have, rather than
moving on to a new place.
One method of making a little
bit of space go further is to apportion a number of activities
to each room, instead of Just
one. No more does the dining
room in many homes sit empty
in icy splendor, awaiting an occasional company meal. There
isn't any spare bedroom for
guests. Dad can't retire to his
den to read the evening paper.
And each family member's
bedroom (if they are lucky
enough to have one to themselves) must also serve for
homework and hobbies.
To make these multi-function
rooms work, screening and separation of activities is often
necessary. This means good
ideas that help to establish different zones of activities in a
single room are in demand.
One of the better trends to
come along recently is the use

of wuxiow. blinds as room dividers or for screening off one
part of a room. Blinds are an
innovative way of creating the
illusion of separatiog,when it is
too expensive or structurally
impossible to build an actual
partition.
Although they do not screen
noise, they do provide good
light control and privacy. They
can be used to hide or divide,
to create storage room and to
conceal clutter. Blinds work
well when it comes to keeping
a room neat without having to
dismantle the working space
devoted to a hobby or home office.
"They are being used in
place of doors on closets, to
screen off the dining area in a
living room-dining room and
even as shower curtains ( with
a plastic liner on the inside of
the tub)," said Susan Mazerall,
a window-design specialist for
Flexalum blinds. Blinds hung
from the ceiling are also being
used in such spaces as painter's lofts in New York to serve
as flexible partitions, said Harold Reiss, a spokesman for
Levolor Blinds.
Color is the magic key which
seems to have unlocked the
door to more varied uses of
blinds, both individuals agreed.
The two-tone blind with plain

Texture Paints Inspire
Do-It-Yourself Creativity

By BARBARA ItAYER
AP Newsbeateres
What could be more historic
han a log cabin?
The residence that yowig Abe
Lincoln is said to have called
home may be the stuff of history. But in this case, history is
being made in the present, be
cause log homes appear to be
gaining converts at a rapid
rate.
According to one manufacturer, at least 70,000 log homes
will be built in the 'United
States during 1960. Richard
Considine, president of Lincoln
Logs Ltd of Chestertown, N.Y.,
said log home sales have increased industrywide 50 percent a year for each of the past
two years.
Furthermore, log homes —
which once seemed limited to
the second home market in rural areas — now more often
are built as year-round residences all over the United
States.
A market also is developing
in Western Europe Considine
said 80 percent of the 00

white on one side and a color
(Often a brilliant, deep-hued
tone such as navy blue, emerald green or rust, according to
Ms. Mazerall) works well as a
decorative element in a room
in addition to serving as a partition.
Among useful ideas for blinds
that are especially suitable for
homes is to fit a room with an
ell with a desk, shelves and
lighting and hang blinds from
the ceiling. You will have
created a small, cozy office
that can be screened off by
simply lowering the blinds.
You can also create your own
private corner by hanging two
blinds at right angles against
the right angle formed where
two walls meet.
If you have a one-wall, pullman kitchen that opens to the
living room or a dining area,
screen it of with a multi-color
blind hung from the ceiling.
Up, it is unobtrusive. Down, it
decoratively screens off the
kitchen from view
In a room shared by two children, blinds delineate each
one's private spade as well as
making it possible for one child
to sleep while the other reads.
In an effort to stimulate sales
of their products, window-blind
manufacturers of both horizontal and vertical blinds have
greatly increased the- colors
and patterns available. One
manufacturer offers matching
wall coverings, as well, and, in
addition, has coordinated colors
with those offered by the major
paint companies.
Shopping for window blinds is
easier nowadays, since manufacturers provide point-of-sale
material describing interesting
uses of blinds. Look for this
help at specialty stores and department stores selling window
coverings.

Alternative Housing: Log Homes

Here's the Answer ffg
us—
MST FLOOR PLAN

mAnedlm

THIS COUNTRY TUDOR HOME LENDS itself to all
modes of living. One feature is the sunken conversation area
at the end of the living room which has a large fireplace and a
U-shaped seating arrangement. A skylight spills natural
light into this space. Plan HA1164H has 890 square feet on
the first floor and 922 on the second. For more information
write — enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope — to
Homes for Living, 107-40 Queens Blvd., Forest Hills, N.Y.
11375.
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By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures

This striking texture was created by pressing the surface
with a steel-toothed comb.
Back when Do-It-Yourself
home decorating entailed
major projects like rearranging the furniture or hanging
new drapes, wall treatment
waseasy. All you needed was
a can of paint or a roll of
wallpaper. The results weren't
very spectacular.
Fortunately, the wall has
gained well-deserved attention in the '70's. D-I-Y'ers
have discovered that an effective wall treatment can
add a great deal to a room's
design and ambience.Today's
decorating emphasis is on
creativity. Now, more than
ever, the D-I-Y'er is able to
create an interior design that
is a reflection of his or her
personality. Walls can be
paneled, painted, papered or
bricked.There are D-I-Y wall
murals, shelving systems,
mirror panels, graphic:designs,cork panels and stone
panels. And, in addition to
this already diverse selection

Copier on
the blink?

Better see the new—very
reliable—A. B. Dick 990
plain paper copier
The 990 has allot the most
. wanted" features of ma- chines costing 50% more
—including the versatility
to make 11" x 17" copies.
copy both sides, and use
most any kindof paper, including overhead transparencies and labels
Call us today.
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116 NORTH 7TH
247-5912
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of wall treatments. a number
of manufacturers are now
offering a unique new product
— texture paints.
These new vinyl-acrylic
based texture paints offer the
D-I-Y'er an amazing array
of decorating possibilities
all requiring a minimum of
time and effort. The.paints
have a thick, pasty consistency that dries to an interesting three-dimensional texture. Most of the new paints
are available only in white,
however they can be tinted
or covered with a conventional interior paint when
dried.
Depending upon the final
texture desired, the paints
can be applied with a roller,
brush or trowel. Once the
paints are applied to the wall
surface,the D-I-Y'ers'imagination is the only limitation
to the wide variety of effects
that can be achieved.Special
texture brushes can be purchased along with the paints.
These brushes are used to
create flowing wave-like patterns in the paints. Unique
designs result from the use
of such common materials
as burlap cloth, wooden
blocks,or steel combs pressed
onto the paints. The design
possibilities are endless.
One manufacturer,United
States Gypsum Company,
offers four different types of
the paint — a smooth design
texture, light sand texture,
interior/exterior stucco texture and a special coarse texture for ceilings. U.S.G.
recommends the paints not
only for their decorative potential, but also for their
cover-up quality.The heavy
consistency of the texture
paints covers unsightly cracks,
chips and other minor surface
imperfections..
A brochure on the use of
texture paints and their
decorsdime.,,Ylities is available, without.charge, from
the United States Gypsum
Company Pint Division at
101 South Wacker Drive,
Chicago. Illinois 60606,

One of the first things you
should do when you purchase a
house is to have someone show
you the fuse box or circuit
breaker panel.
If the builder's electrician or
previous owner has done the
proper thing, there will be
some kind of diagram or chart
showing which fuse or circuit
breaker takes care of which
area of the house. If no such
diagram or chart exists and no
one can assist you in making
one, which is more often the
case than not, you should make
one of your own.
This may not seem so important at the time, but you'll find
out what a nuisance it can be
when a fuse blows or a circuit
breaker tripe and you don't
know which branch circuit it
controls.
In preparing a diagram to
give you this knowledge, first
draw a rough sketch of the inside of the fuse box or the circuit breaker panel. Mark each
fuse or breaker by number. To

homes a year his company sells
go to buyers who live in them
year-round, often in suburban
areas.
"The main reason for the
SWAIM of log homes is cost,"
be noted About two-thirds of
the homes he sells are bought
by do-it-yourselfers who put up
all or part of their homes themselves.
Log homes are part of the
growing stock of alternative
housing — affordable because
people do some of the construction themselves or because prefabrication or other low-cost
methods have been used in production. The failure of diairistream housing methods to provide for moderate income families is fostering the market for
such alternatives, Considine
noted in an interview in New
York.
Lincoln Logs Ltd.(there Is no
connection with the Lincoln
Logs toy) is one of about 20
larger companies selling all the
components for a home in an
industry which now numbers
about 200 suppliers.

open the fuse box or breaker
container, you usually have to
turn off the main switch. But if,
for some reason, you don't
have to do this, be certain that
the main switch is off. Now
carefully remove one of the
fuses or turn one of the circuit
breakers to the off position. Put
back the main switch. This
means electricity is coming
into the house, but one of the
circuits is not operating.
Next, test each fixture and
outlet. When a fixture or outlet
does not work, write that down.
You then will have a list of all
the non-working fixtures and
outlets. Next to each item, put
the number of the fuse or
breaker that had been removed
or turned off. This list establishes which fixtures and outlets are controlled by the single
turned-off branch circuit.
From there on, it is simply a
matter of repeating the testing
with each fuse and breaker.
The diagram and other information can be taped near the
fuse box or breaker panel.
You'll be glad you went
through this routine when you
aitiuiiiuutiauiauiasi

discover how much time and
aggravation it saves you when
a branch circuit goes off.
There are variations of electrical connections, but the large
majority of houses are protected by the round screw-in
fuses or circuit breakers.
Should you have some other arrangement, such as cartridge
fuses, you should have an electrician explain to you how
things should be handled in
case of an electrical malfunction.
A tripped breaker or blown
fuse generally is caused by an
overloaded circuit or a short.
Try to find the trouble before
you restore the electricity to
the circuit. If a fuse or breaker
continues to blow or trip and
you can't find the trouble, call
an electrician.
(If you are a home handyman, you will find much valuable information in Andy
Lang's handbook, "Practical
Home Repairs," which can be
obtained by sending $1.50 to
this newspaper at Box 5, Teaneck, N.J. 07666.)

By ANDIMANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — About five years ago,
we put in a swimming pool at
the back of our house. We decided to sell the house recently,
but we found to our dismay
that the pool was actually a
handicap to the sale rather
than an advantage as we had
thought it would be. We had a
couple look at the house a few
weeks ago and they appeared
to love it until they got to the
rear and saw the pool. They
changed their minds about the
house and when we asked why,
the husband said he didn't want
to bother with a pool, but the
wife admitted they would rather swim at a local organizational pool. This has happened a couple of times since
then. What is your advice?
A. — You will have to be
patient until you find a family
that will consider the pool an
asset. There are plenty of such
families, but you'll have to wait
until one looks at your house.
Of course, you could fill in the
pool, but perhaps you should
try a strategy often used by
good salesmen. Instead of waiting until a potential buyer sees
the pool and decides against it,
advertise the pool as a feature
of your property. You then may
locate the right party. The other
big advantage of doing this is
that you won't waste your time
with people who don't want a
pool. This method applies
whether you are trying to sell
the house yourself or using a
broker.
Q. — You recently answered
someone who wanted to know
how to repair a sheet vinyl
floor. The information you gave
was correct, but a friend who
sells floor coverings wanted to
add something to it. He said
the seams should be fused with
a seam sealer, which will protect the seams from collecting
dirt and water and causing a
moisture problem.
A. — Thanks.

Q. — I put a shellac finish on
a piece of furniture as an undercoat. When I went to the
hardware store, the clerk said
the varnish he sold should not
be used over shellac. I thought
shellac often was used under
varnish. What's the story?
A. — Shellac has been used
for hundreds of years under
varnish. Your dealer undoubtedly was selling one of the synthetics, which often should not
be used over shellac. Also, always buy any final finishing
material from reliable firms
and read the label to determine
whether a special undercoat is
recommended.
Q. — We had trouble last
heating season with dust blowing out of the room registers.
What causes this'
A. — It usually is due to a
dirty filter or dirty ducts. Either change the filter or vacuum the insides of the ducts or
both.
The techniques of using varnish, shellac, lacquer, stain,
bleach, remover, etc., are detailed in Andy Lang's booklet,
"Wood Finishing in the Home,"
available by sending 50 cents
PLUS a long, stamped, self-addressed envelope to Know-How,
P.O. Box 477, Huntington, N.Y.
11743. Questions of general interest will be answered in the
column, but individual correspondence cannot be undertaken.)

Prices for a bode log home
shell, eseludlibrisondation, interior web=sod site preparation, rue ewe shout 19,090 to
$30,000 for holm ranging in
sue troo011 squire feet to 3,is feet. A mid-range
model with 1,3X square feet is
$13,000 And consumers can figure that the final coat will be
about three times the cost of
the shell, Considine added.
Besides cost, he said, other
reasons for the appeal of log
homes are their historic identification with America's past,
the charm of natural wood
components, ease of maintenance and energy efficiency
Considine developed his company's product after working
for a niunber of years as a land
trotter and observing the hunger of middle income individuals for a home of their own.
"It occurred to me to cane
up with a house that would cost
Lou money, something these
people could affird," he said.
A number of companies sell
log home packages and there
are many others selling prepared logs and house plans.
Considine suggested that consumers who wish !o explore the
feasibility of constructing a log
home send for literature from a
variety of manufacturers and
compare the offerings.
•.)
Many advertise in magazines
such as Yankee and Mother
Earth News. In addition, The
Lag Home Guide, a quarterly
publicgtion, has a winter directory issue which lists manufacturers.
(The Log Home Guide winter
issue costs $7 and is available
at bookstores and newsstands.
Or, write for information to
Muir Publishing Co., Garden
Vale,Quebec,Canada 19X1130.)

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Marro ledger & Taos by
530 p.m. Monday-Friday or by
3:30 p.m. Saturdays ore urged
to call 755-1916 between 5:30 dio.
and 61..., Maeda, firma Friday, Of
3:10 ob. sad 4p... Satudays.
A circulation deportment employee is on duty -during these
time periods to insure delivery
of your newspaper. Calls' must
be placed by 6 p.m weekdays oi1 p.a. Saturdays to guarantee'
The regular business office
hours of Tie Murray West & Timesore 1 a.m. b 5 pia., Monday
through Friday and a.e. Is use,Saturdays.

AGRICULTURAL LOANS
Assistance for farm purchases, farm refinance, convert short-term to long-term, livestock and machinery,
Minimum S150,000. Call toll free:
1400-222-2702
Anferkelthilldlasil lac.
2945 Se. .132wil St.
Omaha, Neshreska 42144
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WE BOUGHT A TRUCKLOAD
OF Ananct
MICROWAVE

OVENS

$5000
CASH!!
THIS IS A ONE TIME SPECIAL!! THREE
DAYS ONLY! YOU CAN POCKET THE
s50.00, USE IT AS A DOWN PAYMENT,
OR USE IT TO LAYAWAY AN OVEN
'TIL CHRISTMAS!

WITH THE PURCHASE OF
ANY AMANA MICROWAVE
OVEN. THAT'S RIGHT! WE'LL
GIVE YOU $50.00 ON
THE SPOT! YOU SAVE
'TIME, ENERGY AND MONEY
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EDITORIAL

Satellite Photos
Don't Lie Either

4"•

Hurricane Allen had taken
more than 100 lives in its sweep
through the Caribbean, and
there was reason to fear the
worst when it headed toward
the Texas coast.
But Corpus Christi, Brownsville and other coastal communities are reckoning the toll of
the storm mostly in terms of
property damage. Texas counted only three deaths — two
from heart attacks — and relatively few injuries. The people
who might have been casualties
when the hurricane hit simply
were not there.
The evacuation of 200,000 people along a 450-mile stretch of
coastline is given credit for
minimizing the impact of the
storm. Here was a case where
disaster preparedness could be
based on the highly reliable
monitoring of weather phenomena with space satellites.
The graphic pictures of Allen

Agree Or Not

pinwheeling through the Gulf of
Mexico — photographed by a
satellite far above, and available instantly on the ground —
took any guesswork out of what
the Texas coast could expect.
Authorities got the public cooperation they needed for an effective evacuation of coastal
communities.
No one has figured out a way
to break up or fend off gigantic
tropical storms, but the refinements in tracking them, calculating their force and predicting
their movements can reduce
their toll in human lives.
Geologists studying the Mount
St. Helens volcano hope to come
up with more accurate ways to
predict volcanic eruptions. The
new science of earthquake prediction is showing promise, If
nothing can stop Nature from
throwing wild pitches, we can
always try to be fast enough on
our feet to get out of the way.
By S.C. Van Curon

Winning The State

4

FRANKFORT — When a Republican
presidential candidate carries Kentucky, he does it in a big way.
At least that's the record in the last
five elections. The Republicans carried
the state three out of five times but won
the presidency only twice.
Richard M. Nixon in 1960 carried the
state over John F. Kennedy by a vote of
602,628 to 521,835, but Nixon won nationally in the closest election in more
than 20 years.
These figures are what make the
Kentucky Republican Party optimistic
that Ronald Reagan will win here over
Jimmy Carter this time. They are also
ciiscourgaging to the Democratic Party
in Kentucky, and some of the convention delegates in New York last week
said as much about Kentucky.
Democrats outnumber Republicans
two to one in Kentucky, but it is known
as a conservative state. Democrats win
the state elections about four out of five
time normally, but the citizens vote
Republican very often in presidential
elections.
For example, Nixon carried Kentucky all three times that he ran for
president, but Lyndon Johnson Beat
Goldwater in 1964 and Carter beat Ford
in 1976.
Former Alabama Governor George
Wallace played a big role in the 1968
election in Kentucky when he got 19,098
votes as an independent candidate and
most of them seemed to be taken from
• Humphrey.
John Anderson could play a similar
role in Kentucky this year if he is successful in his Federal Court suit in Lexington. He is trying to get on the ballot
as an Independent, but he didn't notify
the Kentucky Election commission in
time to get his name off the primary
ballot. Anderson attempted to
withdraw from the Kentucky primary.
Kentucky's "sore loser" law doesn't
permit a candidate who has lost in the
primary to run as an independent in
November. Anderson backers have obtained the necessary 5,000 names of
registered voters to get on the ballot as
an Independent, but failing to withdraw
from the primary in time is where the
legal problem is. The case is now in
federal court in Lexington.
Here's how the votes came out in the
presidential elections. The 1960 totals
are given above. Nixon carried all congressional districts but the traditionally
Democratic First where Kennedy got
70,713 to Nixon's 62,741. Nixon rolled up
his largest advantage in the rockribbed Republican Fifth district where
he got 100,440 to Kennedy's 41,829.
In the 1964 election Johnson got
669,659 votes to Goldwater's 372,977.
This is next to the largest victory
margin in the last 20 years. Goldwater
carried only the Fifth congressional
district, and that by a little more than
4,000 votes.
The, Republicans turned the tables
four years later when Nixon walloped
Hubert Humphrey, with the help of
Wallace, by a vote of 462,411 to Humpttrey's 397,541. Humphrey carried the
First. Third and Seventh Districts.
Nixon got only 43 percent of the state
vote while Humphrey got 37.65 percent,
but the 18.29 percent that Wallace got
made the difference.
The 1974 presidential election was a

Garrott's Galley

By M.C. Garrott

'The Electronic Racer'Taking
His Lumps In Helmet And Pads
He wasn't too tired to polish off a big
piece of chocolate cream pie, but at
lunch yesterday Paducah television
newsman Frank Morock did have the
apperance of a man who had just staggered across the Boston Marathon
finish line.
He was having lunch at Winslow
Cafeteria with the Murray State Racer
football team, but he wasn't tired from
video taping interviews to use this fall
on the popular Mike Gottfried Show.
He had just finished the first of five
plannecrmorning workouts this week in
a Racer uniform as a defensive back,

GRRAIFFITI

disaster for the Democratic Party in
Kentucky-when Nixon got 683,062 votes
to George McGovern's 372,170. Nixon
carried all seven congressional
.
districts.
tables on
the
turned
Democrats
The
the Republicans in 1976. With
Watergate and the resignation of Nixon, Ford got only 531,852 votes to
615,717. Even with all of this trouble,
this wasn't near as disastrous as the
defeats that Goldwater and McGovern
took.
If Anderson can get on the ballot this
year, he would provide a place for the
disgruntled members of both major
parties to go. He could play a decisive
role.
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By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
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Crippling polio disease that had left many youths handicapped
for life in Calloway County may be classed as coming to an medical
conclusion here with mass inoculation, beginning March 3, sponsored by Junior Chamber of Commerce, Calloway County Medical
Society, and the Calloway County Board of Health. Hundreds
lined up for immunization for the first of a three-dose campaign,
one of the most fortunate health welfare efforts ever conducted
in Calloway County. You walked up, sleeves rolled up as high as
would wind, a sanitized young man with a spacecraft pistol looking
contraption and with a mechanical expression popped you with the
Salk vaccine stinger injection that gave promise of a free-wheeling
run for all time to come. You signed a small slip of paper with
the bottom line denoting you and only you will be held responsible
hereafter.
Jingling cash registers in outlying stores began to grab up the
bulk of the business that had been hog-tied within the downtown
zoning corral. Consequently, late business sleepers opened their
downtown doors for Friday night payroll input, beginning March
21, bypassing the summer Thursday afternoon closings. Downtown
merchants conventional merchandising practices and parking meters
paved the path for suburban growth.
Dr. and Mrs. Hugh McElrath, two of Calloway's more respected
citizens, were killed in a head-on collision accident March 8, 1963,
near Mr. Pleasant, south of Clarksville, Tenn., whole enroute tu
Nashville for a dinner engagement with their son and family. Services were held in Memorial Baptist Church and btrrial was held in
the City Cemetery. Dr. McElrath, a practicing dentist for nearly
50 years, had engaged as a hobby in recording many of the incidents of early history of his native community, from which the
narrators of this volume have gained much information and to whom
they are endebted. Much of the information was gleaned from
writings appearing in the Murray Democrat and the Ledger &
Times authored by Dr. McElrath.
UAW Local 1068 effected a three-year contract with management of the stove company providing 4 cents an hour increase for
each of the years of the contract, a warming spring overture after
a biting cold winter, one of the coldest in recent records. Business
was not only improving for the stove works, Murray State College
boasted a student body of 3,565 pupils. So was the College High
FFA sustaining is remarkable record in capturing blue ribbons
at the 12th annual FFA and 4-H Hog Show and Sale had March 30
at the Murray Livestock Company. Becky Bailey of CHS 4-11
Club showed the grand champion and Glenn Futrell of CHS FFA
the reserve champion.
To Be Continued

going through the same drills as the 100
plus members of the squad are put
through.
For 21'2 hours, he had been out in near
100-degree temperature in a viselike
helmet, shoulder pads, cleated shoes
and skin-tight pants taking
calisthenics, running, trying to defend
against rifled passes and being rather
unceremoniously bumped around by
equally eager blockers and receivers.
++++++
Frank, who is 34, debated for three
years before deciding to do what he's
doing — spending five days of training
with the team in a Racer uniform. His
goal is to make it until Friday, and Jimmy the Greek's odds are 30 to 1 that he
won't. His colleagues back at WPSDTV, Channel 6, in Paducah are betting
he won't either, but if the way he came
through his initial workout yesterday is
any indication, he will.
Each day this week, he plans to roll
out of bed at 5:30 a.m., drive the 50
miles to Murray, go through the rigors
of getting "taped up" and squeezed into
his uniform to work out with the
Racers.
The players have nicknamed him
"The Electronic Racer," and Coach
Gottfried laughingly proclaims that
Frank probably will spend next week
with the Racer band and the week
following that with the cheerleaders in
getting a real feel for everything that
goes into a Murray State University
football extravaganza.
++++++
At 152 pounds, Frank is 29 pounds
heavier than when he played halfback
for the Taylor, Pa., High School Trojans a few years ago.
"I'm used to summer football practice," he said, "and I would make the
team in high school, play about four
games and quit. It always seemed to be
more fun to sit in the bleachers with the
girls than to get banged around out
there on the field."
His spirited participation in the
Racers' first workout in helmets and
pads, however, quickly won him the
respect of the players.
At first, he thought he had a soft touch
in John Pillow, a wide receiver from
Louisville, but after being knocked on
his backside a couple times by the
young Racer, he had second thoughts.
Easing up to Ohio Valley Conference
Defensive Player of The Year Terry
Love, he asked him to take up for him if
the players made it too rough on him.
This prompted Vernon Broadnax, the
Racers' 369-pound offensive tackle, to
playfully shake a clenched fist and
massive forearm at him and procliam,
"This is for you, man! This if for you!"
++++++
The only special consideration the

Bible Thought
He hath not left himself without a
witness. — Acts 14:17.
Indeed that is why followers of Christ
are left in the world after their conversion.. . to witness to others for Him.
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Brenda Joy Richardson, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Bethel Richardson, and
Gail Ann Lyons, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Lyons, Jr., were Calloway
County delegates to the 1970 Kentucky
Youth Conference held at the University of Louisville. Both are students at
Murray High School.
Deaths reported include Cleland W.
Smith,78.
Donald T. Burke has been
transferred from the Vanderbilt
Chemical Company's plant in Bethel,
Conn., to the new facility here in Murray, according to E. M. Shinners, plant
manager. Burke will serve as plant
chemist.
Miss Linda Marsha Murray,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Gordon Murray, Summerville, S. C., and
William Taft Pattersdn, Jr., son of Mrs.
William Taft Patterson and the late Mr.
Patterson of New Concord, were married in a summer wedding at Summerville, S. C.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Hatton, Aug. 14, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Richard H. Lewis, Aug.
15, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. James C.
Hutson, Aug. 17.
The Rev. J. Donald Brock will be the
evangelist at the revival services, Aug.
23 to 27 at the Mt. Pleasant United
Methodist Church.

20 Years Ago

popular and mustachioed newsman has
been given by the Racers is his jersey
number.He is wearing No. 6, symbolic
of his TV channel."We'll probably have
to retire it after Friday," Coach Gottfried chuckled."I dont' think we'd ever
be able to get anyone in it again."
Speck Ellison, the Racer's popular
and diminutive manager, also has been
a big help to Frank, helping him into
that tight uniform. "If it hadn't been for
Speck I couldn't have gotten into that
jersey," he said at lunch, rubbing a
jammed finger suffered defending
against one of those passes.
He didn't make any blocks or tackles
In his first workout yesterday, but
Coach Gottfried thinks Frank will get
better as he progresses toward his fiveday goal on Friday. "At least, he survived the first day," he laughed.
To which Frank responded, "If I can
make it through the week,this program
isn't as tough as a lot of people think it
is.,,
"Well, you've got four more to go,"
Coach Gottfried went on, "and
remember, we're just getting rolling.
Things'll pick up tomorrow, and the
next day and the day after that."
About that time, Sports Information
Director Doug Vance and his assistant,
Kenny Klein, helped Frank to his feet
and he was soon on his way back to
Paducah to put in his eight-hour day at
the station and to handle his part of the
6 and 10 p.m. newscasts.
You've got to admire his spunk and
dedication, though, getting out there in
all that heat and letting these mountains of men knock him around — pads
or no pads — in order to become actively involved in the Racer program and to
experience first-hand the real feelings
of the athletes.
Let's hope he makes it through the
week in one piece. It's one down and
four to go.

Thoughts
In Season
By Ken Wolf
In these times of economic inflation,
there are some who contend that we are
also experiencing what might be called
intellectual inflation.
If the economy is inflated when too
much money chases too few goods, we
experience inflation in the world of
knowledge when too many ideas chase
too few realities — or truths.
Retired
Columbia
University
biochemist Erwin Chargaff commented
on this phenomenon in a recent
Harper's(May,1980) when he noted:
In many respects the old editions
of the "Encyclopaedia Britannice" convey more solid
knowledge than the newest one.
How many books could there be If
every writer had to make a vow,
an enforceable vow, of originality?
ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
oninionated articles to only those
which parallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
topic might be.

William B. Miller, principal of
Calloway County High School, has announced registration dates for students
from Aug.23 to 26.
Charles Tolley, son of Mr. and Mrs.
William Bryan Tolley of Murray, has
joined the Henderson County Health
Department as Health Educationist.
The Rev. W. A. Farmer of Puryear,
Tenn., will be the evangelist at the
revival starting Aug. 21 at the Ledbetter Baptist Church, according to the
pastor,the Rev. J.0.Coltharp.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Steve Redick, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Hudson Phillips, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Howard Brandon, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Houk.
Mrs. Frances Hillman of Alliance,
Ohio,is the guest of her mother, Mrs.0.
B. Geurin.
Seedless grapefruit are listed as selling for 3 for 25 cents in the ad for Parker
Food Market this week.
Showing at the Murray Drive In
Theatre are "Girls On The Loose" and
Brigitte Bardot in "La Parisienne."

30 Years Ago
Hal Shipley,a member of the Murray
Training School Chapter of the Future
Farmers of America, spoke at the
meeting of the Murray Rotary Club
held at the Murray Woman's Club
House. Shipley, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene Shipley, has won the district
speech contest for FFA for the past two
years.
Deaths reported include Galen Stone.
The Rev. T. T. Crabtree will be the
speaker at the revival services to be
held at the Spring Creek Baptist Church
starting Aug. 20. He is the pastor of the
Salem Baptist Church. The pastor at
Spring Creek is the Rev. Thomas F. I.
Adams.
The Butterworth family reunion will
be held at the Butterworth cabin,
located on Highway 94 on Kentucky
Lake,on Aug. 10.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Miller and
children, Lillian and Sue, spent their
vacation at Indian Rock Beach,Fla.
Mrs. J. E. Cross is serving as the
director of the Wesley Foundation at
Murray State College.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is
"Cheyene Wild Cat" starring Wild Bill
Elliott as Red Ryder.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, August 19, the
232nd day of 1980. There are 134 days
left to the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On August 19, 1934, Germans elected
Chancellor Adolf Hitler as a successor
to President Paul von Hinderburg.
On this date:
In 1692, a clergyman and five women
were executed in Salem, Mass., after
being convicted of witchcraft.
In 1812, the USS Constitution —
known as "Old Ironsides" — defeated a
British frigate in a battle in the North
Atlantic.
In 1890, the Daughters of the
American Revolution was organized.
In 1960, a three-man court in Moscow
convicted American u2 pilot Francis
Gary Powers of espionage and sentenced him to 10 years in prison.
Five years ago, President Gerald
Ford said he'd be forced to accelerate
the nuclear arms race if the Soviet
Union didn't agree to a curb on
strategic weapons.
Last year, Pope John Paul II made a
major diplomatic gesture by extending
his hands toward China and calling for
a resumption of ties between the
Vatican and Chinese Roman Catholics.
Today's birthdays: jockey Willie
Shoemaker is 49 years old. publisher
Malcolm Forbes is81_
Thought for today: Eat to live, and do
not live to eat. — Benjamin Franklin
(1706-1790).
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Brewers Add Name To Continuing Headlines
Capping AL East Race, Brett Chasing .400 Season

DOING JUST ENOUGH TO STAND IN THE WAY, sportcaster Frank Morock (left) of
television station WPSD in Paducah goes through blocking drills with the Murray State
football team this morning. Morock hopes to last through the week. MSU assistant
coach Ron Zook is in the background.
Ph°t° By Kevin PenK k
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By HERSCHEL N ISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
Today's American League
headlines again deal with the
New York-Baltimore East
Division pennant chase and
the assault of Kansas City's
sizrling George Brett on the
.400 mark. But something new
has been added — the
Milwaukee Brewers.
While the Baltimore Orioles
edged New York 6-5 and pulled
within 21
/
2-games of the
Yankees in the AL East, and
while Brett went 3-for-5 in
Kansas City's 6-3 triumph
over the Texas Rangers,
boosting his average to .404
and giving him a 30-game hitting streak, the Brewers quietly sneaked to within 61
/
2games of the top with a noisy
12-5 rout of the Detroit Tigers.
"I think it has been on the
verge of happening for a long
time and now it is kind of

snowballing. The momentum
is there. The more it rolls, the
more it's going to gather,"
said Gorman Thomas, who
crashed a grand-slam homer
to help the Brewers to their
seventh consecutive victory.
Elsewhere, the Minnesota
Twins downed the California
Angels 8-3 while the Cleveland
Indians took the opener of a
twi-night doubleheader from
the Chicago White Sox 4-2 but
dropped the nightcap 7-2.
Boston, Oakland, Seattle and
Toronto were not scheduled.
In the only National League
contest, the St. Louis Cardinals mauled the Cincinnati
Reds 10-1.
Milwaukee's Ben Ogilvie hit
a bases-empty homer, his
30th, one pitch after Thomas'
sixth-inning grand slam. That
put the game out of reach
after Milwaukee converted
three Detroit errors into a

Venable, Wimberly Under Burglery Investigation
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — ington police also are involved
University of Kentucky foot- in the case.
ball players Pete Venable and
The chief said the players,
Greg Wimberly are under in- who were placed on indefinite
vestigation for burglary, ac- suspension last Thursday by
cording to a report from the Kentucky coach Fran Curci,
campus police chief, Paul allegedly took two rings from
Harrison.
a men's dormitory on campus
"They are under investiga- and another ring from a south
tion by us," said Harrison last Lexington apartment. No
week. He added that Lex- charges have been placed

against them.
Two of the stolen rings were
pawned at a Lexington coin
shop,Harrison said.
"The coin shop gave $126 for
the ring (from the apartment), which leads me to
think it was worth at $300 or
$400," Harrison said. The coin
shop paid $40 for the ring from
the dormitory.

The victim in the dormitory
charges and both rings were
returned.
Harrison said the players
also allegedly took another
ring from a south Lexington
apartment. "They are under
investigation relating to thefts
from other apartments," he
said.
Curci announced the suspen-

Might Snag National Championship

Buckeyes Will Be Out To Disclaim
Theory Of More Big Ten Balance
By JOE MOOSHIL
AP Sports Writer
CHICAGO (AP) — Ohio
State's defending champion
Buckeyes will be out to
destroy the theory that there
is balance developing in the
Big Ten and, if successful,
they might just waltz away
with the national championship to boot.
Before the Buckeyes lay any
claims to a national title, they
have to establish supremacy
In the Midwest over other Big
Ten rivals and Notre Dame.
Led by quarterback Art
Schlichter, whom Coach Earle
Bruce calls "a most exciting
player, mentally and physically tough," the Buckeyes appear to be headed for another
undefeated season in the Big
Ten.
Once again, the Buckeyes do
not face Purdue and talented
quarterback Mark Herrmann,
and their serious tests figure
to be Indiana and Michigan,
both of whom they catch at
home. Their three nonconference games also are at
home against Syracuse,
Arizona State and UCLA.
Notre Dame, blanked in last
season's bowl parade, could
become a national title contender if Dan Devine can get
stability at the quarterbacking position and if the Irish
can get by their first two
games against Purdue and
Michigan.
For the first time since Bo
Schembechler took over the
reigns at Michigan in 1969, the
Wolverines did not finish
among the top 10 in the
Associated Press poll.
One shortcoming was the

kicking
game,
and
Schembechler vowed, "I can
say without reservation the
kicking game will be improved. It couldn't be worse."
Purdue and Notre Dame
will test each other early when
they meet Sept.6 in a nationally televised contest. Two
weeks later, Notre Dame
takes on Michigan.
Indiana, like Ohio State and
Purdue, is set at quarterback
with Tim Clifford. Such is not
the case at Notre Dame and
Michigan.
At Notre Dame, Mike
Courey, Tim Koegel and Gary
ICnafelc are battling for the
No. 1 position. At Michigan,
John Wangler is making a
remarkable comeback from
knee surgery, but if freshman
Steve Smith lives up to his billing, he could be the man.
"I have not yet seen a
freshman quarterback win a
Big Ten championship,"
Schembechler said, "not Art
Schlichter, not Rick Leach."
Purdue will be awesome
with an offense led by Herrmann, but defense is another
matter where the Boilermakers lost a lot of talent.
"We're bigger and faster,"
Coach Jim Young said, "but
not better."
Indiana also figures to be a
title contender. The Hoosiers
keep edging closer to the top
each year, and Coach Lee Corso is looking for improvement
in his defenses.
"You win with defense, a
kicking game and your offensive line," Corso said. "If you
win without them, you're
lucky and luck goes only so
far."

Iowa could take the
darkhorse role in the Big Ten,
but the others don't appear to
be ready for title contention.
In the unpredictable MidAmerican Conference, Toledo
appears ready to dethrone
Central Michigan.
Iowa won its last five in
Hayden Fry's first season. As
a result, for the first time in
Hawkeye history, all home
game tickets have been sold in
advance.
"We've made progress. The
youngsters know they can
win," Fry said."Our offensive
line is two deep. We made progress on defense, but we're
still weak."
Smokey Joe Salem will be
rebuilding at Minnesota. The
Gophers opened things up and
caused some excitement last
season but, as Salem put it,
"We promised wide-open football, but we didn't mean on
both ends of the field." The
defenses totally collapsed as
the Gophers lost three of their
last four.
Illinois and Michigan State
will be operating under new
regimes. Mike White took over
at Illinois and Frank "Muddy" Waters at Michigan State.
White was surprised to find
some talent at Illinois.
"There are good players,
but they are not aware of it,"
White said."There is potential
at Illinois but there has been
turmoil, controversy and
negative thinking. We'll go to
a pro style offense with multiple formations. The forward
pass is a great equalizer."
Waters also has inherited
some talent, especially among
the running backs and in the
kicking game. Steve Smith

and Derek Hughes will run out
of the same backfield, and
punter Ray Stachowicz and
place kicker Morten Andersen
are among the best.
"Our strength is our kicking
game and we're going to need
it," Waters said. "There is
more talent and spirit at
Michigan State than I expected."
Wisconsin will have John
Josten, who broke an ankle in
the first game last season,
returning at quarterback.
Coach Dave McClain promises: "If John is healthy,
we'll be strong. He's smart, intelligent and a real leader."
• Northwestern had one victory last season, but the
Wildcats played very tough in
losing to Ohio State 13-7 and
Purdue 20-16.
"We played 60 minutes
against Ohio State and Purdue," Coach Rick Venturi
said,"and that is our impetus
for 19130."
In the Mid-Americwn Conference, Central Michigan lost
the services of quarterback
Gary Hogeboom, but the Chippewas still figure to be a factor in the race.
Toledo's Rockets, who
finished second last year, are
favored to win. Coach Chuck
Stobart said: "If things go
right, we can win the league
this year. A year ago, we were
hopeful, this year we are confident. Now we know we can
win."
Ball State, Western
Michigan, Ohio and Miami all
finished with 6-5 records and
are looking ahead. Northern
Illinois will have a new coach
in Bill Mallory, formerly at
Miami and Colorado.

sions during Press Day activities last Thursday at the
Shively Sports Center on camburglary refused to press
pus. He declined .to say why
the players were suspended.
Curci said
Venable's
reinstatement would "depend
on the situation." According to
the schooPs sports information office, both players are
still enrolled in school.
Venable, from Somerset,
was Kehrucky's top reserve in
the backfield last season as a
freshman. The running back
was the third leading rusher
with 460 yards 011'92 carries.
Wimberly, of Miami, Fla.,
transferred to Kentucky this
year from Cowley Junior College in Kansas. He was an AllKansas junior college selection at wide receiver.

five-run fourth inning.
"Six-and-a-half out with a
month-and-a-half to play —
that's plenty of time. We're
right back in it," said Brewers
Manager George Bamberger.
"All year long we have not had
a big winning streak. It looks
like maybe we've got
something going now."
Royals.6, Rangers 3
Brett singled his first three
times up, running his string to
seven straight hits over two
days as he became the 28th
player in major league history
to hit safely in 30 consecutive
games.
"I'm not worried about the
hitting streak," he said.
"There's enough pressure just
in the pennant race without
putting extra . pressure on
myself."
Over his 30-game streak,
Brett has 57 hits in 122 at-bats
for a .467 average with six
homers and 42 RBI.
"I'm busting my rear to get
every hit I can, but not
because of the streak," he
said. "I want Kansas City to
have the best record in
baseball and win the World
Series and be able to walk
down the street wearing a big
diamond ring with green
emeralds in it."
Meanwhile, Willie Miens
drove in four runs with a
tworun homer in the third inning and a two-run single in the
fmirth while Rich Gale won his
10th game in a row with help
from Jeff Twitty and Dan
Quisenberry, who picked up
his 26th save.
Orioles 6, Yankees 5
Al Burnbry, Rich Dauer and
Mark Belanger drove in two
runs apiece and the Orioles
held off an eighth-inning rally
to tighten the race in the East
Division. The victory enabled
the defending AL champs to
take the five-game series 3-2

off Don Aase in the seventh inand register their sixth vicning and Rivera connected off
tory in eight games against
Dave Lemanczyk in the
the Yankees in the last 11
eighth.
days.
Indians 4-2, White Sox 2-7
Oscar Gamble's homer gave
Kevin Bell ripped a threethe Yankees a 2-0 lead in the
run homer during a six-run
fourth inning but Baltimore
came right back and took a 3-2 fourth inning that powered
Chicago in the nightcap
lead in the bottom of the fourth
behind Steve Trout's nine-tut
on Doug DeCinces' double, a
walk, Belanger's RBI-single, pitching. In the opener,
Bumbry's double and Dauer's Cleveland's Len Barker yieldsacrifice fly. The Orioles add- ed just three hits and struck
out 12, a career high, while
ed three more in the fifth on
Belanger's double, Bumbry's Toby Harrah homered for the
Indians.
single and Dauer's infield out.
Cardinals 10, Reds 1
"I felt that if we came out of
Ted Simmons rapped out
this stretch — playing in New
York, then in Kansas City and four hits, including two home
then coming borne against runs, as the Cardinals buried
New York — four, five or six Cincinnati on the strength of
games out, we'd have a shot an eight-run second inning
said Baltimore Manager Earl The game was called by rain
Weaver. "We're 2/
1
2 out, but after 131,2 innings. Bob Forsch
pitched a four-hitter and
I'd rather be zero."
The crowd of 51,528 pushed doubled home two runs to key
the total for the five games to the second-inning outburst,
253,636, the largest single- which started with singles by
series attendance ever record- Simmons and George Hendrick. Jay Howell, making his
ed for in the major leagues.
second major league apTwins 8, Angels 3
Jose Morales had three hits pearance, surrendered six
and John Castino and Bombo consecutive singles to Bobby
Rivera homered to lead Min- Bonds, Garry Templeton,
nesota's 15-hit attack. That Keith Hernandez, Simmons,
made it easy for Fernando Ar- Hendrick and Ken Reitz. Simroyo, who scattered eight hits. mons added solo homers in the
Castino hit a two-run homer fourth and sixth innings.

UK Seeks Successor To
Yow After Resignation
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
The University of Kentucky is
seeking a replacement for
women's basketball coach
Debbie Yow-Nance, who has
resigned after four years.
Athletic Director Cliff
Hagan said Monday in a press
release that Yow-Nance plans
to join her husband, Lynn
Nance, who is head basketball
coach at Central Missouri

State University in Warrensburg, Mo. They were married Dec. 28, 1979, while he
was head coach at Iowa State
University.
Yow-Nance compiled a 79-40
record, leading the Lady !cats
to their best record last season
with a 24-5 mark. She also won
Kentucky Women's Intercollegiate Conference championships in 1978 and 1980.

We have just received a new
shipment of desks, just perfect for your children's use
and some larger desks that
would be beautiful in your office or study!

Barber Heads Pros Trying To Reclaim Title

Firing Begins In Kentucky Open
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Firing begins today in the 61st
Kentucky Open golf tournament and one club pro
believes the state's top
amateurs will have the edge
Jack Barber,the 33-year-old
pro at Lexington Country
Club, says the men in his profession don't have enough
time to be competitive with
the amateurs.
"Concentration is an important part of golf and you
sharpen your concentration by
playing. You can only develop
confidence and concentration
by playing," he said. "If a
club pro is playing real well,
It's an indication that he might

•=1.

not be doing his job properly
Barber, who finished runat his club)."
nerup to Mudd with a 213, said
Barber heads a group of club pros have to spend too
pros who will be trying to much time away from their
reclaim the title in the Open at own game.
Greenbrier Country Club. The
"It's going to be harder and
54-hole tournament runs harder for a club pro, who
through Thursday.
gives lessons, runs tourLast year Jodie Mudd, of naments and operates a shop,
Louisville, fired a 4-under-par to compete." said Barber, a
209 at Louisville's Wildwood native of Ashland.
"I heard somewhere that
Country Club to capture the
tourney. It was only the third Jodie has played every day
time in 34 years that an since March except when the
amateur had won the Ken- weather wouldn't let him," he
said. "He has played against
tucky Open.
some of the best competition
to make matters worse for in the country in an ,,atthe pros, the amateurs claim- mosphere like the pro tour."
ed five of the top eight places
Mudd's most recent chamIn 1979.
pionship came last month in

•

the National Public Links
Tournament in Stateline, Nev.
In June the 20-year-old golfer
won his second consecutive
State Amateur tournament in
Madisonville.
The tourney's big attraction
Is Louisvillian Frank Beard,
who has won over $1 million on
the national PGA tour. Beard,
who is paired with Mudd arid
Barber, won the Kentucky
Open in 1964 at Lexington
Tates Creek Golf Course with
a record-tying 204.
The purse is worth about
$15,000, with $2,000 going to the
low professional. The leading
amateur will take home a set
of irons.

In Stock Sizes From
1 2'x3' Students Desk Up
1/
To A 3x6' Office Desk.

Choose From Over
25 Styles
And Finishes

,
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Action Follows Managing Change Earlier In Season
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Cardinals Fire

ST. LOUIS ( API - John
Claiborne, fired as general
manager of the stumbling St.
bouts Cardinals after only 22

months on the Job, says he SIM
If coming.

"As you look back, at the
fact the team is doing poorly

and the club is losing prett)
big sums of money, you can
see the signs," the 41-year-old
Claiborne said "My only

to get a
sadness is that I failed
Loins
St.
the
for
t
pennan
fans."
Claiborne said he was told of

Miami Quarterback Fight Is Still
Wide Open Following 24-7 Win
By The Associated Press
Miami Coach Don Shuts
said the Dolphins' quarterback job was wide open and,
after Monday night's 24-7 National Football League exhibition victory over the Seattle
Seahawks,it probably still is.
Fourteen-year veteran Bob
Griese, rookie Dave Woodley
and third-year man Guy Benjamin all guided the Dolphins
to touchdowns as Miami improved its preseason record to
"When I called Bob Griese I
in the off-season and told him
we'd be going to camp with the
quarterback job up for competition, he told me, 'I don't
feel it's any different from any
other year. I always felt I had
to win the job,- Shula recalled

But Greise is really being
pressed this year.
Benjamin, who scored on a
1-yard rollout to snap a 7-7 tie
early in the fourth quarter, is
rounding into his own.
Woodley, from LSU, was impressive in the Dolphins'
preseason opener and set up
the insurance touchdown and
a 39-field goal by Uwe von
Schamann against Seattle.
marched the
Greise
Dolphins 88 yards in 14 plays
in the first quarter, capping
..th drive with a 3-yard scoring
bass to Bruce rlardy.
Don Strock, considered
Griese's No.1 rival for the
Dolphins quarterbacking job,
did not play.
"There's no way I'd keep
four quarterbacks," said

Shuts,adding one may be used
as trade bait.
And the way they're all
playing, one of them could bring Miami a nice return.
Jim Zorn and Steve Myer,
Seattle's top two quarterbacks, were out with injuries.
Tony Benjamin tallied for
Seattle on a 2-yard run.
In other NFL action, Kansas
City mauled Minnesota 24-10
and Washington edged
Cleveland 12-3.
Chiefs 24, Vikings 10
Reserve quarterback Bill
Kenney tossed two thirdquarter touchdown passes as
Kansas City held Minnesota to
49 yards rushing and rolled to
its second straight exhibition
triumph.
Brown's 1-yard
Ted
touchdown run gave Min-

nesota a 7-0 lead in the first
quarter before Steve Fuller
knotted the game with a 5yard scoring pass to J.T.
Smith in the second period.
The Vikings' Rick Danmeier
kicked a 44-yard field goal and
the Chiefs' Nick Lowery had a
33-yard boot also in the second
quarter.
Redskins 12, Browns 3
Mark Moseley kicked four
field goals as the Washington
beat Cleveland. Moseley's
three-pointers of 21, 32, 28 and
39 yards boosted the Redskins
preseason record to 2-0.
The Browns, 0-2, turned the
ball over eight times on three
interceptions and five
fumbles. Don Cockroft booted
a 30-yard field goal for
Cleveland in the second
quarter.

the decision by club President
August A. Busch Jr. Monday
morning in a "friendly atmosphere for a meeting ,here
you're getting fired."
Manager Whitey Herzog,
who was named by Claiborne
to replace Ken Boyer earlier
in the season, said he was
shocked and surprised.
"I really don't know what to
say," Herzog said. "You don't
want anybody to get fired, and
you wonder why at this time."
The Cards said the search
for a successor to Claiborne
would begin immediately.
The Cards were in fifth
place in the six-team National
League East, 14'1 games

Balukas Typifies The New Look

Pool Changes Its Image
old, and she just happens to be
By HAL BOCK
best woman pool player
the
Writer
AP Sports
. For evidence, there
around
Jean
like
girl
What's a nice
consecutive U.S. Open
six
are
not
h,
a...shh
Balukas doing in
titles and the fact that she is
so loud...a pool hall?
only woman ever to
"Hey,there's nothing wrong the
for the men's division
with that. The image of the qualify
World Open.
game is changing," says of the
Tonight she.gets her trial by
Balukas. the defending chammen's side of the
pion this week in the womerfs fire in the
ment when she plays
tourna
Open
World
the
of
n
divisio
Mizerak, the billiards
Pocket Billiards Champion- Steve
on of television beer
champi
ship..
cials.
commer
dark
dingy,
So instead of
"I just hope," said Balukas,
pool rooms full of toughdoesn't start showing
talking men in derby hats with "he
garters on their sleeves, we've off."
Not too many opponents do
got a new look. Tournament
to her. She's been one of
players...yes, even the that
best since she was 13
pool's
and
es
tuxedo
wear
ladies,.
and won her first U.S. Open,
in
decline
l
genera
a
is
there
beating Dorothy Wise, a 55the population of pool hustlers
d grandmother. "I
year-ol
.
o-wells
ne'er-d
and other
lost too much since
haven't
than
us
of
fewer
"There are
she said.
the men, but we're around," then,"
Among women tournament
said Balukas. "Pool's been a
, Balukas is like the old
men's game for a century, but players
West gunslinger, fighting off
that's changing,too."
"I like it on top
Balukas is typical of the new challenges.
where I want to
look. She's a well-scrubbed, and that's
stay."
ear21-y
blonde
erry
strawb

But in the men's division,
she's a permanent underdog,
simply because women don't
usually beat men in pool.
Balukas does, though. In each
of the three World Opens she's
played, she's won at least one
match against a man.
"I play a different game
against them," she said. "I
think I play better against
men than I do against women.
My game is lifted to a higher
level. I know if I mess up,
they're going to have me in
that chair, sitting and watching."
Ah, the chair. That's where
a pool player sits and waits for
his opponent to miss a shot, to
surrender the table. If the
player at the table keeps dropping balls in the holes, the
other shooter can sit in that
chair for an awfully long time.
Balukas had a run of 107
balls while practicing for this
tournament. No other current
woman player has ever strung
100 in a row. "A woman might
run 20 balls, but a man can run

50 just like snapping your
finger," she said.
Balukas isn't only a pool
player. She's competed in the
televised Superstars for three
years and earned $50,000 in
those tournaments. "That's a
lot more than I've earned
playing pool," she said.

By HAL SPENCER
Associated Press Writer
NEWPORT, R.I. )AP) Ted Turner and hit troubleplagued Courageous crew
limp into final trials this week
with the worst record so far of
the three U.S. yachts vying to
defend the America's Cup.
On Monday, Courageous's
bow was damaged in a collision with Russell Long's Clipper during a practice session.
The mishap was only the
latest for Courageous this
summer.
We have had all the bad
luck,. but the vibes are good
now. We're going ot there to do

the very best we can," Turner
said.
Race officials said he would
be the odd man out today when
trials begin, giving him time
to repair the damage.
Turner, the America's Cup
defender in 1977, has a record
of six wins and 20 losses.
San Diego skipper Dennis
Conner and Freedom were
leading the U.S. field with a312 record while Clipper stood at
8-23 going into final trials
under the eye of the sponsoring New York Yacht Club.
The four foreign challenge
candidates today continue
their semifinal best-of-seven
series off Newport.

.

said. "But I thought we needed some some experienced
players to go with the solid
nucleus that we had."
Claiborne came to St. LOWS
on Oct. 18, 1978 after serving
two years as assistant general
manager for the Boston Red
Sox. He succeeded Bing
Devine.

AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST
Pct, GB
L
W
sr 71 46
New York
2%
586
48
68
Baltolure
6%
560
Eh 51
Milwaukee
9%
526
54
80
Boston
313 II
50 56
Detroit
509 11%
57
59
Cleveland
414 72%
48 69
Tororto
MEW
644
76 Cl
Kansas City
521 14%
62 57
Oaldand
407 18%
57 60
Texas
411 34
68
52
Munesota
426 25%
41 66
Chicago
414 V
68
48
Califoriva
359 33%
42 75
Seattle
Morday's Games
Mmnesita 8, Calionua 3
Baltimore 6, New York 5
Cleveland 4-2, Chicago 2-7
Milwaukee 12, Detroit 5
Kansas Qty 6, Texas 3
Only panes scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Cleveland (Grunsley 12) at Chicago
(Dotson 44),(n)
e
Detrot (Schatzeder 64h at Milwauke
(Haas 14.9), in)
Texas
at
14-81
(Leonard
Kansas CRY
(Matlack 841, In)
Toronto (Todd 00) at Minnesita (Jacksal 7-71, MI
("addend
Boston ITorrez 7-12) at
iKeough 1111),(0)
(ladifonua
at
1941Baltimore (Stone

(Martinez 34), In)
New York (Underwood 94) at Seattle
(Honeycutt 8-13), In)
NATIONAL LFAGUE
FAST
Pct, GB
L
W
67 51
Pittslurgh
551 2
05 53
Moan.'
3%
539
53
02
ia
Philadelph
475 II
56 62
New York
448 14
52 64
taus
422 17
49 67
Chicago
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517
64 53
Houston
1
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64 56
Cincinnati
2
533
62 55
lns Angeles
6%
*32
58 BO
San l'rannaco
9
470
55 62
Atlanta
420 15
50 IV
San Diego
Monday's Game
St.Lass It, Ono/ran 1, 6% nungs,
111111
Only game scheduled
Tuesday's Ganes
Ins Angeles (Hogan 104) at Montreal
(Lea 4-6), In)
San Diego (Shirley 48) at Phdadelphia
(Ftuttesin 104), In)
Adana
Chicago (Lamp 1041 at
(PNrelaro 6141,(n)
New
at
4141
(Knepper
Francis:0
San
York (Zachry 64), In)
Slams I Matinex 4-61 at alumna'
ILaCoss 641, (n)
Pitalargh (Clindnaria 8-12) et Houston
(gym 7-1),(0)

By The Asaclated Press
BASEBALL
NEW YORK (API - Third baseman
George Brett or the Kansas City Royals
of
was named American League Player
13-forthe Week after hitting 542 going
.400
the
past
him
24, a pace that pushed
level for the season.
i
Pitcher Tom Hume of the Cincinnat
f or
Reds copped National League honors
two
saving
game,
one
the week, winning
no
others and allowing fair hits and
four
earned runs in 81-3 innings over
''•
games.
BALTIMORE (AP)- The five-game
Yankees
series between the New York
yesterand Baltimore Orioles that ended
253,636,
day drew a total attendance of
a
watch
to
ever
crowd
the largest total
maset of regale rseason games between
sixth
the
and
teams
jor league baseball
ever to top 200,000.
set
The old record of 218,918 was
when
between Aug. 29 and Sept. 1,1963.
the
between
series
a
218,948 attended
Angeles
San Francisco Giants and t.Cdi
Dodgers at Dodger Stadium.
TENNIS
MAHWAH, N.J. (API - Andrea
over
Jaeger- scored a 6-2, 6-2 victory
to
Renata Tomanova of Czechcelovakia
of the
advance to the second round
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Transactions
By The Asseclated Press
BASKETBALL
Notional Basketball Association
DENVER NUGGETS-Signed Ken
Higgs, guard, to a multiyear contract
FOOTBALL
National 'Football League
ATLANTA FALCONS-Cut Rick
Szaro, place-kicker; Bill Ellenbogen,
guard. Lewis Gilbert,tight end; William
Adams, kicker, David Appleby, punter;
Randy Butler, wide receiver; Glen
Keller, center, Jeremy Mindlin, defensive tackle; and James Molim,defensive
end.
CINCINNATI BENG AIS-Cut Jim
Browner, safety, Dan Bass, tackle;
Greg Donahue, linebacker; Franklin
King, middle guard; and Stan Mitchell,
running back
GREEN BAY PACKERS- Cut John
Mendenhall, defensive lineman. Joe
Robinson and Tom Bell, guards; Paul
Columbia, tight end; Lome Greenen
defensive end, Ricky Engles, punter;
and Walt Landers, running back
NEW ORLEANS SAINTS- Placed
Lester Boyd, linebacker, Lane Brettingen tight end. and Ted Grabenhorst,
tackle, on the injured reserve list.
NEW YORK GIANTS-Cut Ken
Johnson. fullback. Steve Odom, kick
returner, Steve Bernish and Wayne
defensive e nds; Marvin
Harrill ton

Christian, running back; George
Franklin, wide receiver; Steve Gannon
and Jack Williams, linebackers; Loaird
McCreary, tight end; Casey Murphy,
punter; Pete Pullara, guard. Placed
Alan Caldwell, defensive back; Phil
Cancik, Kervin Wyatt and Steve Cunningham, linebackers; Steve Spencer,
defensive end; and Nat Terry, cornerback, on the injured reserve list
NEW YORK JETS-Cut Guy
Albanese, cornerback; Lawrence Cole
and Scott Colton, safeties; Ben Bottone
and Jeff Dziama, linebackers; Rich
Cummins and Terry Mastny, guards;
Mike Gay, tackle, Ed McGlasson
center; Neil Green, running back; Tony
Merendino, quarterback; Joe Peters,
and Tom Pierzga, defensive tackles;
Carson Long, place-kicker; Bob de le
Puente, punter, Roger Farmer and
Charlie Claud, wide receivers; and Bob
Raba,tight end.
PITTSBURGH STEELERS- Placed
Rick Moser, running back, on the injured reserve list.
SAN DIEGO CHARGERS- Cut Curtis
Sirmones, defensive back; Andre Keys,
Jim Lejay and Howarci Stoddard, wide
receivers; and Pat Collins, light end
Placed Fred Dean, defensive end, on the
reserve list. Placed tarry Burton, wide
receiver; Mike Thomas, running back;
on
and Jim Nicholson, offensive tackle,
the injured reserve list
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NFL Exhibition Standings
American Conference
Fast
W L T Pet PF PA
1.0t0 41 14
0
2
Marra
.500 20 16
1 1
Battimore
.50D 64 62
1
1
New England
.003 26 48
0 2
Buffalo
.0O3 22
2
0
N.Y. Jets
Central
30 11
1.000
0
2
Pittsburgh
011 V 33
1 1
Cincinnati
Z7
.500
1
1
Houten
.110) 3 54
0 2
Cleveland
West
IWO 66 10
2 0
KAMM City
.500 45 62
1 1
(Seldand
.500 V 15
1 1
Denver
.230 21 34
1
1
Seattle
167 31 44
0 2 1
SanDango
e
Canteratr
Natkna

East
Philadelphia
Dallas
Washington
St lam
NY Guilts

0 t000 52
0 LOW 36
0 I030 25
0 503 34
0 -WO 9

V
30
6
31
19

37
25
31
24
17

41
33
34

50
34
47
24

28
33
54
31

Central
Malamute
Tampa Bay
Dana
Chicago
Green Bay

0
0
0
0
1

500
500
500
500
167

West
0 0 1 OD
San Franc-am
I 0 503
New (Steins
WO
2 0
Ins Angeles
2 0 WO
Atlarta
Games
Mastery'.
Washington 12, Cleveland 3
Kansas (Sty 21, Minnesota 10
MAIN 34, Seattle 7
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Laker Boosters Meet Thursday
cerning the game at Fulton
The Calloway County
County Friday night, Aug. 22.
will
Club
rs
Booste
Athletic
Paul Wayne Garrison, presion
g
meetin
have a special
urges all boosters to atdent,
7:30
at
21,
Thursday, Aug.
meeting to give the
the
tend
Middle
ay
p.m. at the Callow
team a special sendoff for the
School.
first football game of the
Football Coach Sam Harp
season.
will speak at the meeting con-
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STUDENT
SUBSCRIPTION
Enclosed is my check for $29.50 for a student subscription for nine months.

Anywhere en the
U S for 9 months

NAME
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$100,000 Women's Cup tennis championships.
In other matches, top-seeded Tracy
Austin beat Betsy Nagel seri 6-0, 6-3;
Regina Marsikova of Czechoslovakia
beat Argentina's Ivanna Madruga 6-4, 75; Terry Holladay defeated Leslie Allen
4-6, 7-5, 6-2; Bettina Bunge outdueled
Sharon Walsh 3-6,62.6-3, Sylvia Hanika
of West Germany crushed Yvonne Vermaak of South Africa 6-2,6-1; and Sandy
Collins beat Betty Stove 3-6, 6-4, 6-4.
Third-seeded Evonne Goolagong
inthdrew from competition because of a
recurring back injury.
MASON,Ohio (AP)- Brian Gottfried
defeated Mario Martinez 7.6 and 6-1 in a
first round singles match of the $200,000
ATP Championship.
HORSE RACING
TIMONIUM, Md.( API - Jockey Phil
Grove became the 50th rider in racing
history to record 2,500 career wins when
he won the eighth race Monday at
Timonium.
He won the second race on the program with Cursive, the third race with
Gemini Flight, the seventh race with
Charlie Rudolpto and then got No 2,596
when he won the eighth with All Square.
He came hack in the ninth race and won
No 2,7,01 on Riveting

cribing to The Murray Ledger &
Don't leave school this fall without subs
local and county news of friends,
Times Newspaper. Keep in touch with
Home Team.
family and community - all a part of the

At The
Pradice Field
Ticket Are Available
- From any Murray
Hig h School Cheerleader

A

From 1971-1975, Claiborne
was director of minor league
clubs and scouting for the
Oakland A's before serving as
their assisant general
manager. The A's won five
league championships and
three World Series while
Claiborne was with the team.

IME TEA

- Thursday, Aug. 21st
6:30 P.M.
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Sports In Brief

Major Leagues At A Glance

Several Murray runners
raced at the 10,000-meter
distance as part of the Fulton
Banana Festival this past
weekend.
In the 15-and-under age
group, Barry Knight finished
in third place with a time of
45:06.
Dr. Ron Wuest was second
in the 40-49 division and 13th
overall at 38:52.
Gary Fox, a Murray State
runner, was second in the 20-29
group and sixth overall in
37:22.
Also Dick Patterson finished
third in the 30-39 age group
The favored yacht Australia and was seventh overall and
beat Sweden's Sverige Mon- Jan Everhart was third in the
day by 2 minutes 59 seconds, 20-29 bracket.
and France 3 defeated
England's Lionheart by 1:36 in
moderate 10 knot winds on
Rhode Island Sound.
The scorecard so far reads
Australia 2-0; France 2-1;
Lionheart 1-2, and Sverige 0-2.
The two victors will meet in
a best-of-seven series starting
Aug. 29 to decide which yacht
will try to break the U.S. grip
on sailing's most coveted
prize.
and
defender
The
challenger will meet in a bestof-seven series beginning
Sept. 16.

Attention Murray High School
AL Football Fans.
, - • 4 Attend The Tiger
/ Kick-Off Football
Dinner
or

"We both went in there trying to land top free agents," he
said. "Unfortunately, we just
didn't do it."
The Cardinals actively
sought Pete Rose, who signed
with Philadelphia, and pitcher
Jim Slaton, who was landed by
the Milwaukee Brewers.
Relievers Darrold Knowles
and Don Hood were signed
along with outfielder Bernie
Carbo. Knowles and Carbo
were later released. Hood is 24 with a 2.64 earned run
average after 58 itnings of
relief work.
"Those people are not really
front-line players," Claiborne

SPORTS AT A GLANCE

Murray
Runners
Fare Well

Turner's Courageous Limps
Into Final Trials This Week

behind first-place Pittsburgh
at the time of the firing, with a
record of 51-64.
Claiborne declined to be
more specific on the club's
money losses.
Busch later released a statement saying the general
manager was fired because of
"basic disagreements regarding progress of the team in
all areas of operation."
Although a spokesman for
Busch declined to elaborate,
Claiborne said "the only
disagreement is the club's
current standing."
The free agent question was
not a source of disagreement
with Busch, Claiborne said.
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HEALTH

PRO

Losing her hair
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB - I'm
going bald. I'm a female, age
34. What causes women to
lose their hair? Is there a cure
for it? What should I do? If
you have a pamphlet on this,
please send me one.
DEAR READER - There
are many causes for loss of
hair. A woman in your age
group who's losing her hair,
though, should certainly see a
dermatologist and see if he
can tell by an examination
what the underlying problem
really is. Fad diets are a frequent cause today. Individuals
starve themselves and limit
their protein intake to the
point there's a sudden massive loss of hair. This is temporary and the hair will grow
back in shortly after a person
has returned to eating
normally. Massive hair loss
can occur after illnesses or
after surgery. That, too, is
temporary. Various forms of
hair styles, particularly those
that pull and put pressure on
the hair, can contribute to
hair loss.
Since you requested it, I'm
sending you The Health Letter
number 12-6, Hair Care. It
will give you more information on the various causes for
hair loss and what can be done
to prevent it. Other readers
who want this issue can send
" 75 cents with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for it.
Send your request to me, in
care of this newspaper, P.O.
Box 1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019.
Many people, particularly
men, lose hair because the
individual hair follicles produce a special type of male
hormone. You may be
surprised to know that the
hair follicles of both men and
women
produce
male
hormone. Which type is produced is determined by inherited characteristics.

Regardless of whether your
family had the problem or
not, if your inherited genes
dictate that certain hair follicles will produce one type of
male hormone, the hair shaft
eventually will become very
thin peach fuzz and will not
contribute to normal hair
appearance. That's what happens to men with male pattern baldness. Women have
the same problem sometimes,
but it usually results in thinning of the hair over the front
of the head rather than the
total loss that you see with the
bald pate in a man.
DEAR DR. LAMB - I have
an ailment my physician
describes as intercostal myospasm. I experience great pain
in the rib and chest area, particularly after a night's sleep
but also during the day. Is this
something I will have to live
with forever? I use heat
lamps and heating pads but
this provides only temporary

relief. I'm also taking some
pain killers that my doctor
gave me.
DEAR READER -- There
are muscles between each
pair of ribs. These are called
the intercostal muscles. They
can develop a spasm just like
other muscles can. Their
structure is essentially the
same as the muscles in your
legs or arms except that they
are smaller muscles. The
spasm of these muscles usually is responsible for the chest
pain that people complain of
when they say they have pleurisy.
I can understand that the
spasm of these muscles that
you're experiencing is quite
painful. It would be helpful to
know what's causing the
spasms but sometimes there
isn't any answer. The heating
pad is a very good idea and
when your muscles are warm,
you might try to take very
slow, deep breaths to stretch
the muscles in that area.
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WE ARE OVERSTOCKED ON SELECT POPULAR SETS

PROFESSIONAL S4C HAND TOOL SETS
64A30%
64%
!LIFETIME WARRANTY

AMERICAN MADEI

PART #13-79 - 13

" TOTAL it`n.1
VALUE 131.23

PC.,

3/8" DR., METRIC SOCKET SET

NOW REDUCED TO...

SAVE $ 19.25

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake

7'e

9 PC. COMBINATION WRENCH SET

PART #1709-80

* TOTAL
VALUE 0

'42.86

4,1\v

NOW REDUCED TO...

SAVE $24.95

What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
A change in plans could
upset you, but good news from
a distance may please you.
Make travel plans and enjoy
romance.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)

By Abigail Van Buren

Bells May Ring
Over Ma Bell's Lines
DEAR ABBY: My girlfriend and I were all set to get
married when I pulled overseas duty. (I'm a private in the
U.S. Army.) We decided that since I would be gone for a year,
we should postpone the marriage until I got back home.
Well, three weeks after I got here (please don't say where),
I got a letter from my girlfriend back home (don't mention
the town), telling me that she is in a family way!
She can't afford to come where I am to marry me, and I
am not able to get back home, so we are in a fix!
I have heard that there is a way to get married by
"proxy." I think it's by telephone with a clergyman on both
ends. Anyway, I would sure appreciate it if you could tell me
if it's possible, because I love this girl and she loves me,and
we want our baby to be legitimate. Thanks for any help you
can give me. Please don't tell me I should have thought of
this before. Love is sometimes stronger than logic.
WORRIED SOLDIER
DEAR WORRIED: Only 12 states recognize proxy
marriages. Find your chaplain on the double,soldier,
and telt, him what's on your mind. Your chances are
12 in 50. Here's hoping you're luckier now than you
were then.
• ••

DEAR ABBY:The following is a special message recently
published in the Wall Street Journal. Feel free to use it.
"The most creative job in the world involves: taste,
fashion, decorating, recreation, education, transportation,
psychology, romance, cuisine, designing, literature, medicine, handicraft, art, horticulture, economics, government,
community relations, pediatrics, geriatrics, entertainment,
maintenance, purchasing, direct mail, law, accounting,
religion, energy and management.
"Anyone who can handle all those hzs to be somebody
special.
"She is. She's a homemaker."
RAYMOND D'ARGENIO, UNITED TECHNOLOGIES
CORP., HARTFORD, CONN.
DEAR MR. D'ARGENIO: Beautiful. But homemakers are no longer exclusively female. Would you
consider amending the last two sentences by changing the "she" to "person"?
,
• ••

'

$17.91

FOR WENESDAY,AUGUST 20,1980
Be tactful with others. A
problem at home may be solved by day's end. Joint financial interests are favored now.
GEMINI
,(May 21 to Junk 20)09
Avoid arguments with coworkers. The way is clear for
improving close ties. Evening
favors an outing with loved
one.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22) 40(2)
The a.m, finds you touchy,
but later you'll settle down
and be able to accomplish a lot
at work. Financial trends are
favorable.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22)
Don't say something you'll
regret later. Inner tension is
temporary. A date with a loved one improves your disposition.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22) ffP
Concentration difficult in
the a.m. Relaxation around
home base restores mental
sharpness. Domestic interests
are highlighted.
LIBRA
(Spet. 23 to Oct. 22)
You could snap at a friend,
but the p.m. favors making
ammends. WEnjoy a
favorable trend for getting
together with others.

PART #4116-979 - 16
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$86.09
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1/2"
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SOCKET SET

NOW REDUCED TO...

DEAR ABBY: One of my fellow workers is planning an
outdoor wedding and reception. Everything she has ordered
for the occasion will be colorful and symbolic of this
occasion, but she plans to carry a bridal bouquet of black
roses.
Is this proper? After all, don't they symbolize death?
FROM THE P.B. BUNCH IN ILLINOIS
DEAR BUNCH: Black roses? You're putting me on.
• ••

CONFIDENTIAL TO ELAINE: When a man tells a
woman not to get "too serious" because he doesn't
want to hurt her, he's usually trying to protect
himself against his getting too involved and being
taken too seriously. Lose him.

Do you hate to write letters because you don't know
what to say? Thank-you notes, sympathy letters,
congratulations, how to decline and accept invitations and how to write an interesting letter are
included in Abby's booklet, "How To Write Letters
for All Occasions." Send 911 and a long, stamped (28
cents), self-addressed envelope to: Abby, Letter
Booklet, 132 Lasky Drive, Bever'y Hills. Calif.
90212.

$35.98

-

SAVE $50.11

PART #4216-79 - 16

* TOTAL at...4
VALUE

In.23

PC.,

1/4 & 3/8"'DR., SOCKET SET

NOW REDUCED TO...

SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
Be patient if higher-ups
don't see your viewpoint immediately. Evening is
favorable for getting ideas
across.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
A change in travel plans
possible, but you'll have fun
aralternative
making
rangements. Listen to ideas of
others.

nVets

xirqiitO•

CAPRICORN •
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19) VW'S
Tension mars the social
scene. Some time spent by
yourself is helpful. You'll succeed from a behind-the-scenes
position.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Others seem uncooperative
in the a.m. Later, you should
accept invitations to visit with
friends. Partners will be supportive.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20) )(
•Keep long-range goals in
view. A small work problem
doesn't mean you won't succeed. The p.m. is best to further your interests.
YOU BORN TODAY are
security-minded yet idealistic
too. You can be a leader in
your chosen field if you take a
chance on your dreams. Your
sensitivity gives you a special
insight into the feelings of
others, and you would make a
fine poet, counselor,
clergyman, or psychologist.
You may also be attracted to
government, theater, real
estate, banking and writing.
You do well in business for
yourself and also work well
with others. Music, engineering and merchandising may
also appeal to you. Birthdate
of: Benjamin Harrison, U.S.
president; Paul Tillich,
religious leader; and Jacqueline Susann, novelist.
FORT DONELSON
Ulysses S. Grant, an avid
cigar smoker, received 11,000
cigars after leading his troops
to victory at Fort Donelson lb
1862

$22.48
SAVE $28.75
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Part:Stop
0

504 MAPLE MURRAY, KY
PHONE: 753-4461
-

MON-SAT 8 AM-5 PM

kumsi

[.
master charge
"THE RIGHT PARTS. THE RIGHT PRICE, AND GOOD ADVICE."

i
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CLASSIFIEDADS!

* At The Movies it

1. legal Notice

(Reviews Of Current Movi•s At Murray Th•arrits)
By KENT FORRESTER

The (Aurray Police Deportment is requesting
bids ,for five patrol cars. Specifications are
available in the office of the City Clerk where
Monbids should be delivered no later than
day, Sept. 8. 1980. 5 p.m. The city reserves the

The Bandit's Back
Smokey and the Bandit II
was put together for good ol'
boys and their good ol' gals.
The soundtrack music is country, the police are
unbelievably stupid, the Kenworth trucks are pinstriped
and customized, the jokes are
early scatological, the cussing
is thick, and there are more
car crashes than ticks on a
Texas hound dog.
And it's all done in conuc
book style. Jackie Gleason,
playing Sheriff Buford T.
Justice, does more facial mugging, double takes, and slow
burns than in a month of
Honeymooner reruns.
The car crashes are steelcrumpling spectaculars that
are as bloodless as a Roadrun-

ner cartoon. The police crawl
unharmed out of wrecks that
would have turned real-life
drivers into scrambled eggs
and ketchup.
The infatuation for car
crashes among directors
nowadays reminds me of early Roman senators trying to
outdo one another by staging
more and more 'spectacular
Colosseum shows for a'jaded
Roman citizenry. When the •
truckers and the police faced
off in a giant game of chicken,
the guy sitting next to me wiggled his clenched fists in the
air and cackled. Then every
time a police car bit the dust,
he wiggled his fists and cackled again. I stayed out of his
way in the parking lot after-

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Ordinanoes
5 Preposition
8 Asian coontry
12 Ckug plant
13 Exist
14 — Porraelle
15 Male goose
17 Smart
19 Took onesPart
20 Poker stakes
21 Goddess ot
discord
23 Woody plant
24 Deface
26 Al that place
28 Decay
31 Part of "to
32 Time gone by
33 Pronoun
34 Equality
36 Lets fall
38-Lair
39 Toward shelter
41 Ireland
43 Madness
45 Irritates
48 Emphasis
50 Venerate
51 Leg bone
52 Harem room
54 Short Jacket
55 Spreads for
drYIng
56 Canine
57 Remainder
DOWN

3 Marvei
4 Hebrew testisal
5 Distant
6 Coniunction
7 Crimson
8 Gars name
9 List
10 The caarna
11 Negative
votes
16 Redact
18 Unusual
22 Portion
23 Figure of
speech
24 Chart
25 Wine cup
27 The self
29 Be in debt
30 Number •
35 Fetid
36 College head
37 Father
1

la

Aitswer to

44 Pain
46 God of love
47 Dispatched
49 Bushy clump
50 Tatter
53 Scale note

38 Strike out
40 Holds on
property
42 Nile or
Ohio
43 Spar

4

5

6

8

7

9

10 11

14

13
16

15

SEA

ESSE

ES

12

liiii
20

19

hi"

23

22

al

2S29

29•III
va

33

lil

iii

37
hil

lal

Ill

hi

42

41
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1 Falls behind
2 Turkish regiment

Monday's Azle
A

A P A

wards.
And of course there's Burt
Reynolds, the Bandit, the
original Trans Am-driving,
Budweiser-drinking good ol'
boy. Reynolds seemed to have
had fun making this movie. He
surrounded himself with
friends, Jerry Reed and Dom
DeLtuse, and his current
girlfriend, Sally Fields. He
even makes fun of the Bandit
movies and himself. He insists
to a gas station attendant that
the Bandit is the "most beloved folk hero of our time."
When the gas jockey doesn't
believe him. Reynolds tries to
beat up the poor guy.
The plot concerns the
transportation of a pregnant
elephant, but everything else
is as predictable as a t.v. sitcom. The expectations of
Bandit fans are fulfilled in
every way imaginable.
Rated PG. Thick with midlevel four-letter words. One
risque sight gag that has to do
with the elephant's trunk. .

45
ilia

ii hi

uuu

54
57

NC JUR KIND DOESN'T 6E1
TO VOTE...WE DONT NAVE
AWTHIN6 TO SAY ABOUT
WHAT 60E5 ON IN THE WORLD

NANCY GETS ON
MY NERVES-SHE'S SO
FUSSY ABOUT
EVERYTHING

I. Jerry Linn Adams, of this
date, August 15, 1980, I an no
longer responsible for any
debts other than my own
2. Notice

(FtJS3.E

,s- eu176,,-,Ek.1

Coaches Address Lions Club

SLUGGO --- THE
STAMP ON THAT
n
LETTER YOU
SENT WASN'T
PUT ON STRAIGHT

ve--

(CAREFUL.
I SUSPECT A
BOOBY
TRAP

I wI54-1 YOU

COULD
HYNOTIZE ME

SLEEP,

( SOMETIMES A DIRECT Li.,
ORDER WORKS BETTER
THAN ANYTHlt\
42,R

"A HUGE TIGER,. CARRYING
I WAS
A WHOLE COVV„ COMING
ON MY WAY
"
!
P/61-i7 AT ME
TO MARKET
WHEN I SAW A
TERRIFYING SIGHT.

Will
Refereni
2359
Wanted
machine
753-905

753-8298

Want to
Call 753

Annual Family Picnic
will be held Sunday,
August 24th, 1980,
1000 a.m. til 600
p m. Plenty of refreshments- good food - softball and all kinds of
games for the kids! ALL
AUXILIARY MEMBERS
are asked to bring a
covered dish. Picnic will
be located at the old
Baptist •Church Camp
Pavilion East of and adjacent to the Woterslide
at Paris Landing, Highway 79 East.

High school football was the topic discussed at the Lion's Club meeting
LION'S MEETING
with ArJohn Hina (left), Murray High coach, and Sam Harp (right), Calloway coach, dte shown
vin Crofton, Lion's program chairman, who modeled some football gear.

doesn't always turn out as
well. A 9-2-1 record is tough
act to follow, but young
Dickens said all of the players
and coaches would be working
to bring another OVC crown
and a high ranking in Division
1-A of the NCAA.
All members were impressed with the sincerity of the
young coaches.
Meanwhile, the Lions continued to be perplexed with the
questions Dr. C. C. Lowry
keeps coining.up with for his
quiz of the week. The general
conclusion of many members
is either the questions are too
tough, or the Lions just don't
know their stuff about their
organization.

THE

urinary tract. Discontinue if
rash, redness or itching occur.
Consult your physician if irritation persists. Keep out of
reach of children."
For the products used by
children, the phrase, "except
under adult supervision" will
be added to the last sentence.

CLASSIFIED AD
DEADLINES
In order for your od to appear
on the date you specify you must
odhere to the following deadlines
An ad must be called or brought in
by 12 Noon the day before in
order to appear in the next days
paper, with the exception of ads
to start in Monday's paper, they
must be called or brought in by10 a.m.on Saturday.
To have an ad cancelled before
publication you will need to contact us by 8 a.m, that morning
tri order for it not to appear in
that cloys edition

NOTICE to all people who have
NOT contributed to the upkeep
of the Old Salem Cemetary...we
are still in need of these funds.
Mall your contribution to: Jack
Dodd. Rt.8. Murray or see him
at Fitts Block and Ready Mix.

Paducah Symphony
To Have Auditions
The Paducah Symphony Orchestra has announced that it
is open for auditions for the
1980-81 season. The auditions
will be held August 23, 1980 at
Tilghman High School.
Any interested musician
should contact the Paducah
Symphony Orchestra office at
443-4516 for audition information and times.

lyndia Cochran

Dance
Gymnastics
Studio

"It's a great country, but
you can't live in it for
nothing." -- Will Rogers

NORTH

8-19-A

•7 4 2
V A 863
*9 2
fliti A K J 8

There was a way to beat
today's tricky game, but the WEST
EAST
defense was unable to ante 4AKQ963
•8
up the price of doing so. 11 5 4 2
•K
•J 10 7 6 5
Let's examine the play and •8 4
4 Q 10 7 5 2
the post mortem to see who 463
gets the blame.
SOUTH
4J 10 5
West took his three high
•Q J 10 9 7
spades and East carefully
•AKQ
pitched first the diamond
494
trey and then the club
deuce. Both of these
Vulnerable- East-West
discouraging low cards
bidding:
showed no interest in having Dealer West. The
a minor suit led.
West saw the discards, West North East South
Nm
14
but he didn't know what to Pass
4W
Nm
2W
1*
do. Surely it "couldn't be Pass
Nm
Nm
a
right" to give declarer
possible ruff and discard, so
Opening lead King of
he compromised and led a
spades
trump.
Declarer never flinched.
He remembered West's the club queen at trick
original pass and he had three. This eye-opening disseen a six-card spade suit card surely would have
headed by the top three alerted West that East
wanted him to do something
honors. West could not have
the trump king and not have unusual."
opened the bidding.'
Bid with Coro
Up went dummy's trump
East's
went
down
ace,
South holds: 8-19-B
trump king and declarer
and
his
tricks
10
his
had
•.1 ills
game.
•Q J 109 7
"I gave you two small
•A K Q
494
discards," wailed East.
wanted
I
tell
you
"Couldn't
North
South
another spade lead?"
•
''Not Jeall5+' was the
calm reply "Your signals
merely showed no interest.
ANSWER: Two spades
They didn't tell me you had
With three trumps and a
trumps."
of
king
singleton
a
doubleton, the raise is preThe discussion continued
ferred over 2 rebid of two
until the friendly, kibitzer hearts.
was asked for advice. "East
_.
Send bridge questions to The Ares
was sending mash notes
0 Roo 12363 Dallas Texas 75225
when he should have thrown
with self addressed stamped envelope
a brick. After discarding the for
reply
diamond trey at trick two,
East should have pitched

ITS A
FACT

1-51k
Boat ani
Yamaha
Empire
$175,
mixer,

Free gift wrapping is a
spemahy at

Starks

Hardware
12th & Poplar
753 1227

App,
Squar
pet.
bedrc
dinini
8990

6. Help Wanted
Addressers wanted immediately! Work at home..no experience necessary, excellent
pay. Write American Service,
835A Park Lane, Suite 127,
Dallas, TX 75231.
Airline Jobs - Free info. Nationwide placement. Write Airline
Placement Bureau, 4208
198th SW, 101, Lynnwood,
Wash. 98036. Enclose a selfaddressed stamped envelope.

Beauty
completi
40% off.
For sale:
sons, an
McKenzi

Earn $50.00/hunder securing,
stuffing Envelopes. Free
details, reply. HomeworkersS12Y, Box 94485, Schaumburg, 11 60194
Experienced auto mechanic.
Apply in person,•801 Sycamore,
Century Auto Safes.
Experienced waitress wanted,
part time, days. Apply in person at Bentley's Restaurant Court Square'. Could lead to full.
time.
MINNENS, BELAIR CENTER,
now hiring experienced sales
person. Apply in person at
store. Wednesday, August 20th.
PM. Equal Oppor10 AM to 4,
tunity Employer

Ladies
solitaire
wedding
and boi
baby clol
Two oil
smoked
shutters.
1111073
For' sale:
in good
Call 753
For sale:
in earth
condttior

For sali
$300. All
$50. Call

17:Vi
New Eur
cleaner,
Must sel
1207.

Captain D's

Regater NOW!
753 4647

Bible Facts. Free 'Store for the
needy. 759-4600.

FOR SALE
Sideboards to fit long
wheel base truck.
753.1265

Reward for information as to
the whereabouts of Luther
Wilkerson formerly of Rt.3,
Murray, KY. Write to G. Bryan,
P O. Box 2426. Paducah, KY
42001

ACESRA G CORN, JR

I V

I JUST CAN'T
FALL ASLEEP

2. Notice
6 Come in if you need
passports, 1.D. s or
resumes. One day ser1 vice.
304 Main

Post 45

ief
HEY! WHO 15 THAT
GORGEOUS GIRL
WI TN MISS 3UXLEY?.1

Will hat
in a pic
odd lobs

Rt I, Buchanan Tenn

YOU
Fog

'

AMVETS

Consumers Warned

ioP

Infant b
753-973

CARTER STUDIO

Country Ham
Breakfast Set
By MHS Boosters

peAF2 NANCYE55 YOU

9. Sit

right to reiect all bids.

past and present, and
Paul Mansfield presided
although Mansfield was the
and Arvin Crafton served as
model at the meeting, Crafton
program chairman as
appeared in the picture above
members of the Lion's Club
trying to get his head in a
met at the Colonial House
helmet several sizes too small.
Tuesday and heard represenEx-quarterback
Mike
tatives of the three local footDickens, now a MSU assistant
ball teams give a prognosis on
their respective upcoming coach, represented the Racers
since it was the first day the
football seasons.
Sam Harp, the new coach at Racers were back on the camCalloway High, expressed the pus. Dickens pointed out that
A country ham breakfast opinion that his players might MSU was picked number one.
fund-raising event has been lose this year, but they He added that they did have a
scheduled Saturday morning, wouldn't lose because an oppo- good ball club coming back
Aug. 30, by the Murray High nent was in better physical with 20 of 22 regulars returnBand Boosters organization. condition than the takers. In ing. A position-by-position and
Serving hours will be from 6 only their third year of varsity game-by-game analysis
until 10 a.m. at the Murray competition, Harp praised the followed with the adrnonition
Middle School Cafeteria.
attitude of his thin line (only 39 that sometimes in sports you
Tickets are $2.50 per 'plate boys) but expressed the opi- can have a better team than
any
and are available from
nion that.his kids would sur- Iast year, but still the record
band booster or they can be prise a few people along the
purchased at the door. The way. He added that, more immenu includes country ham, portantly, the boys were
eggs, cheese grits, homemade building confidence in
biscuits and coffee.
themselves. Harp also pointed
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
out he was a no nonsense Food and Drug Administracoach, and he definitely feels tion said Monday, Aug. 18, it
CHEESE DIP
the discipline will pay off in
will require bubble bath proA good cheese dip is the future.
ducts to warn consumers that
welcome for taking off the
John Hina, Murray High
prolonged use may cause skin
edges of hunger pangs before coach pointed out the pitfalls irritation and urinary tract indinner. Here's one that makes in the Tiger schedule, praised fections.
1',4 cups: Blend 3/4 cup shredd- his kids, and said that "people
The FDA said the warning
ed Cheddar cheese with 2 who miss our games are going statement must appear by
chopped, to miss seeing some good ball Aug. 19, 1981, on any product
tablespoons
pimiento-stuffed olives, 1,4 players and some interesting, shipped in interstate comteaspoon salt, WI teespoon hard fought ball games." Hina merce.
ground sage and 1 cup dairy also brought his duffle bag full
Medical reports and comsour cream. Cover and chill of tricks. This year the duffle plaints from consumers have
before serving.
bag featured football gear, demonstrated that foaming
agents can remove the skin's
natural oil and cause drying,
4,t SIGH 4`.fissuring, irritation and inflammation,the FDA said.
The label warning will read:
"Caution — use only as
directed. Excessive use or
prolonged exposure may
cause irritation to skin and

A LETTER
FOR YOU,
NANCY

.•

We now have a good
selection of athletic
shoes. Including leather
high tops and low cuts.
Many others!! All
sizes!! Will be open 9-8
this week, Third and
Watkins Sts.

Hardin
Discount
Shoes.

is accepting applications Wednesday and Thursday of
ternoons for port time coun.
ter girls and fry cooks for day
and night shifts. Apply in person between 1 p.m. and 4
p.m. No phone calls plecise.

3
1
3
/
2
Brown'nj
made in
753-120.

LAB Cleaning Service. Houses,
cabins, rentals, stores, etc.
Reasonable rates. References
offered. 436-2784 or 4362292.
Will do macrame. Can make
hanging tables, hangers, etc.
Reasonably priced. Call - 7591155 after 4 pm.

New ant
and orga
across f
Paris, Tls

Selmer
conditioi

Used Si
New pia
and fine
(901)64

experienced
Need
machine
sewing
operators at landolt
Limited. Apply in person, 111 East Poplar.

Wanted:
take
payment
be seen
manager
Shelbyi

RN OR LPN PART-TIME No patient care, schedule your own
hours Perform health evaluations for life insurance applicants (901) 424-2926.
9. Situation Wanted
Experienced babysitting in my
home, located on College Farm
Road Have references $30 for
a 40 hour week 753-4632

MAW

Chimney
pipe, 6"
$29.99,
Hardwar

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER
Experience in methods, time study, and
standards development and anylasis.
Recent graduate considered. Degree
preferred. Salary commensurate with
experience. Excellent fringe benefits
with a growing company. Send confidential resume including salary
requirement to:
Industrial Relations Manager
P.O. Box 610
Paris, TN 38242
Equal Opportunity Employe

115
12ft
Ill
lift

EXPEDITER
A local manufacturing concern IS
currently accepting applications for a
Parts Dispatcher. Candidates should
possess a high school diploma or
equivalent. Previous experience in
manufacturing or production, control
would be beneficial. Send confidential
resume to:

lilt
8118
Tibor
Nil.

Industrial Relations Manager
P.O. Box 610
Paris, TN 38242

Ii.
Sill

1

41=8Mi
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umE WANT ADS! BIG PLUSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
9. Sitigation Wanted
Infant babysitting in my home
753-9736
Will haul anything that will fit
in a pickup truck. Will also do
odd lobs. Call 753-5857
Will do housecleaning
References available 4742359.

14. Want To Buy

24. Miscellaneous
•

Complete line of mobile home
repairing No Job too small or
large We buy and sell used
mobile homes Westend Mobile
Home, Highway 60 West, 4421918
SWIMMING POOL COVERS.
Century micro-mesh woven
polypropylene pool covers to fit
any style pool.• 16'x32' pool,
$170 • 18'x36' pool, $185
Other sizes at comparable
prices Order now for delivery
in mid September Sunshine
Pool and Patio, Paducah,(602)
898-3441
What you seers not what you
get. The store with the highest
shelf prices in town often
advertises 10 or 12 items at a
very low price, but remember,
there are about 10,000 items
in the average Big John Store
and Big John has the lowest
shelf prices EVERY DAY!
Wood for sale, delivered. 7591260.
Will tear down building and
remove for material. Call 7591176.

47. Motorcycles

43. Real tfi

30. Business Rental
Mimi

•

Werehows•

Portions Thermion
Inseresoc•
Real Estate
iouthside Court Squore
Alleuray, Kentsocky
753-4451

Storage Space
For Nod
753-4758

32. Apts. For Rent

53. Services Offered

Nice 450 Semi-Chop Honda Barn painting. Tops or sides
with extra set of pipes and Free estimates. 759-1987
original front end Phone 492Glint and Dave's Odd Jobs- Will
•
8879.
do odd lobs, including trimmYamahopper,
excellent
1980
ing and cutting down trees.
condition. 6 days old Call 753- carpentry. construction, and
0009.
yard work Free estimates, low
prices. Inquire at 209 Walnut
48. Auto. Services
Street, Murray. anytime
Car batteries, 36 month
guarantee. 80 amp, $29 99 ex- Concrete and block work. Block
change 60 month guarantee. garages, basements, driveways.
95 amp. $39 99 exchange walks, patios. steps, free
estimates Charles Barnett,
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
753 5476.
.Used Can
49CARPET CLEANING, free
1976 AMC Pacer, 22 mpg, estimates, satisfied references,
51800. 435-4392
Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean1955 Cadillac Fleetwood, good ing. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning.
restorable condition Must seel 753-5827
to appreciate Call 1-376-2304
Experienced roo
or 1-376-2201
Will turnish materials
1977 Caprice Chevrolet, sold
and
labor
for
new end of 1977. Four door. 2533.00/sq. Will also do
tone paint, has all equipment,
patchwork.
Work
only 28.000 miles. Call 498_guaranteed. 497-8879.
8739.
1977 Chevrolet Caprice Classic Carpentry, gutter work, plumbwagon, fully equipped, good ing. 753-9736.
condition, $3250. Call 492Custom leather work Free
8861.
estimates. 753-9736.
1976 Datsun pickup, 48,000
REMODELING
miles, 4-speed. AM-FM. $2650 Custom
HATCHER AUTO SALES, 515 S REASONABLE. Guaranteed
Free estimates. 753-9736.
12th St.
CARPET
CLEANING.
For sale 1978 Trans Am. 1978
Free
Ford Fairmont. See at 1803 Guaranteed. References.
estimates. 753-9736
College Farm Road.

53. Services Offered
Carpentry 436-5684
MITCHELL BLACK TOPPING
driveways and small lobs d
speciality, also patching and
seal coating. 753-1537
Need work on your trees° Topping, pruning, shaping, complete removal and more Call
BOWER'S TREE SERVICE for
professional tree care. 753
8536.
Plana tuning, rebuilding,
refinishing Band instruments
new used, complete repairs
Call Thurmans 753-4834 or
Harry Absher, 1-444-9972 Call
the professional, 21 years ex
perience
PHILLIPS ALUMINUM AND
VINYL SIDING CO. 25 years ex
perience Paducah, KY, 898
3873 or 443-1365.
Painting and remodeling, tree
trimming and topping: odC
sobs. Call 753-9736.
Refrigeration, air-conditiontn.:
and electrical repairs. Bob'',
Refrigeration Service, Hazel
KY. 498-8370.

Duplex, large 2 bedroom, nice
and private, washer and dryer
..-#0"
No pets Available September
II
1st. 759-4937 or 753-4478.
0
III•LTY
•••••
For rent. 2 bedroom duplex
apartment, heat pump plus all
753-1222
appliances furnished. 75315. Articles For Sale
'What a summer. A recession, credit
5791.
$195,
hp,
30
Boat and motor,
apartment,;runch,
Mount St. Helens and two political
1 BLOCK FROM
bedroom
2
rent
For
$200,
trailbike
90cc
Yamaha
UNIVERSITY
range, oven, refrigerator,:OrWeritIOnS.Empire bureau, 6 drawer.
Large stately older
dishwasher, disposer, washer
$175, Georgia buggy cement
brick 2-story residence
and dryer hookup, air, carpet, 43. Real Estate
43. Real Estate
mixer, $20 Call 753-4174
with much more qualino pets. One year lease and
YOUR
ty than is normally
HERE'S
$225 deposit required; $225
FOR SALE
per month Phone 753-2622 or
seen in contemporary
CHANCE to own a
753-3865.
part of Mother Nature
homes. Central gas
Approximately 160
without being out a lot
heat and central elecOne bedroom furnished apartSquare yards used carrolling
23
cash!!
of
tric cooling. 2
ment. 753-8049.
Green, 3
p e t.
Graveson
acres
fireplaces, outside
bedrooms, lining room,
Small furnished apartment. InMarshall County line
bar-b-que grill, 2-car
quire 100 South 13th Street.
dining room. Call 75380.
Hwy.
of
north
just
carport and large
HOME
26. TV-Radio
East
on
8990 after 5:30 p.m.
frontage
People forget. Pictures
Road
Three room unfurnished duplex
covered stone patio,
SWEET HOME
11 remember.
and West side with two
Pioneer CTF-500 cassette deck. apartment, near town. Mature
A
Nice
garage.
home
on
separate
situated
building sites. TobacDolby recording capability. lady. No pets, children. Lease.
11
2 acres, in the coun/
unique home and an
CARTER STUDIO
Beauty consultant closing out $130 firm. 753-1419.
co base and barn. Only
353-1299.
try but yet close to
unusually good home
complete stock. mk cosmetics,
$18,500.
Main
304
753-8298
Two
rent.
for
town. Two bedrooms,
buying opportunity for
27. Mobile Home Sales Two apartments
40% off. 753-9795.
JOHN
SMITH
kitchen, and bath. $220
rooms,
large
room
living
$73,000.
and
Phone
you!
3
Baywood,
24'x52'
For sale: Apples, plums, dam- 1974
Stop! For all your repair needs
per month plus you pay small
kitchen. Fenced lot
753-1222, Kopperud
sons, and prunes. See Floyd bedroom, 2 bath, all electric, electric. 600 Poplar. 753-6639
roofing, carpentry, plumbing
with stable and shed is
Realty.
white
and
rocked
Driveways
in
lot
large
on
unfurnished,
Mare
1977 Plymouth
McKenzie or call 753-4725.
and electrical work. Look No
6 pm.
ideal for horses.
East School district, $18,000. after
Premiere, 4-door with air- graded. All kinds-of pea gravel More, Call Joe 753-9226 after
Ladies 20 point 14 Kt gold Call 753-2467 after 4 pm.
$33,500.
LOW INTEREST
Will
bank
estimates.
have
Free
Rent
for
Rooms
33.
conditioning, power brakes,
4 pm. We'll do your lob large cr
2, wide
/
ECONOMY
solitaire ring, size 61
ASSUMABLE LOAN
steering, low mileage, one gravel and dirt, Tuesday only small. All work done to your
wedding band, size 7, mattress 14x70 Energy saver. 3 Rooms for boys. Private enSPECIAL
Clifford
Garrison,
Beat
inflation
753-5429.
the
owner. 753-7418.
satisfaction.
753-7411
and box springs, $25; girls bedroom, 2 bath, central heat trance. Kitchen facilities. CenNewly remodeled
crunch by assuming a
Fence sales at Sears now Call
AROUND THE CLOCK
and air, unfurnished, $10,500. tral heat and air. 753-8572 or
16,500
Gelica,
Toyota
1979
baby clothes. Call 489-2141.
near lake on two
cabin
Will do plumbing, air•
low
interest Veteran's
436-5479.
Call 435-4171 or 435-4122.
miles, 5-speed, air, AM-FM 8- Sears. 753-2310 for free conditioning painting, carpen
acres. Large rustic
Two oil heaters, also Hickory
Administration Loan
for
needs.
estimate
your
with
home
a
wanted
Always
track, sun roof, in mint conditry. concrete, and roofing. 753
great room, eat-in kitsmoked hams, and aluminuir One 12x60 and one 10x55. Call 34. Houses For Rent
on this 4 bedroom extion. $6800. 436-5869.
Guttering by Sears. Sears con- 2211 or 753-9600.
Brandon Dill, 753-9104 or 753- For rent 3 bedroom house, small acreage? This is an exshutters. Cali 492-8861.
chen, range and
ecutive home located
opportunity
because
cellent
1551.
3_
1979 Toyota Corolla Deluxe, 5- tinous gutters installed per Will haul driveway white rock
refrigeratorhop inneclud7e5d.
$n,500
753-9240.
in
excellent
the land is highly productive
16. Home Furnishings 28.
air, 19,000 miles. like your specifications. Call Sears and Ag lime, also have any type
speed.
Rents
Home
Mob.
neighborhood.
New
sound.
is
house
the
and
11
For rent: Panorama Shores,
For' sale: A Philco refrigerator,
new, $4800. HATCHER AUTO 753-2310 for free estimate.
RealKopperud
1222,
central,
of brown or white pea gravel
gas
Economic
outbuildings.
5
well,
deep
roof,
Quiet,
Murray.
in good condition. Price $125. Furnished or unfurnished miles east of
SALES, 515 South 12th Street. Insulation blown in by Sears, Also do backhoe work. Cali
ty.
heat, formal dining
mobile homes in Hardin. scenic view, tastefully remodel- Thirty-five acres with 31 acres
Call 753-7552.
room, 11 closets, den
1973 TR-6 convertible. Call save on these high heating and Roger Hudson. 753-4545 or
Reasonable rent. References ed 3 bedroom, 1 bath, large tendable, 2 in 'timber.
cooling bills. Call Sears. 753- 753-6763
For sale: Plaid couch and chair, and deposit required. 527- great room, one year lease. No Homeplace and buildings oc- Business Opportunity! One
after 6 pm, 437-4731.
with fireplace, and
2310 for free estimate.
in earth tones. $150. Excellent 7516.
pets. $250. 924-6307 or 436- cupy about 2 acres. Call 753- Stop--gas, restaurant, grocery, cool central electric
Will do light hauling. Call 7534-door. air. 4
RAbbit,
VW
1977
condition. Call 753-8295.
1492 at Century 21 Loretta ice cream parlor, ice dispenser- air conditioning make
K & K Stump Removal. Do you 8119 or 436-2455 or 7535387.
sharp!
miles.
48,000
speed,
2
rent:
for
homes
Mobile
show
us
let
and
Realtors
Jobs,
from
stumps
need
removed
--This
profitable business could
this residence a com9337.
For sale, Hotpoint washer, bedroom, fully furnished, $130 For rent: 2 bedroom house, fur$3850. HATCHER AUTO SALES.
your yard or land cleared of
fortable
and
$300. Also a Kenmore dryer for per month. Excellent location. nished at Pine Bluff Shores. you this farm today.. Located be yours. For further informa515 South 12th St.
Wet basement' We make wet
Lynn
can
area.
We
Grove
remove
stumps?
tion
21
call 753-1492. Century
$50. Call 435-4193.
economical family
Call 753-6660 days, or 753Call 753-8964.
stumps up to 24" below the basements dry, work completeLoretta Jobs Realtors.
Trucks
Used
50.
the
in
home.
Offered
nights.
6121
17. Vacuum Cleaners Mobile home, fully furnished
ground, leaving only sawdust ly guarenteed. Call Of WfILE
mid $70!s, through
Cannibal Casserole! Price
1976 Chevy C-65, split axle and chips. Call for free Morgan Construction Co..
New Eureka Industrial vacuum cablevision, natural gas, air- House for rent, $125 per
753Kopperud
chewed
Realty
the
to
with or without 20' box bed. estimate, Bob Kemp 435-4343 Route 2, Box 409A, Paducah
cleaner, retail cost is $250. conditioned, newly decorated, month plus deposit. Call 489b
know it's a
1222KY 42001, or call day or night
753-8738 or 753-7989
2830.
or Bob Kemp. Jr. 435-4319.
Must sell, make an offer. 759- at city limits. 753-2876.
see
the1-442-7026.
.IP] •
1207.
For sale 1978 Chevrolet diesel Licinsed Electrician and gas inNice 2 bedroom mobile home, Two or 3 bedroom house, close
brick 4,011
iced at $33.000 44. Lots For Sale
pickup Excellent condition stallation, heating installation 56. Free
BOYD-MAJORS
20. Sports Equipment large well-kept yard, best for to University. No pets. FurnishCall 7511492, Century 21
unfurnished. 759-4937 or
and repairs. Call 753-7203.
Free Kittens! 10 weeks old, 2
REAL ESTATE
Loretta Jobs Realtors, and ask Choice lots overlooking Ken- Call 753-7752 or 753-8689.
Browning automatic, Sweet 16, single, $85 per month. 753- ed or
tucky Lake, $6000 and $7000
7534478.
pm.
4
after
753-8080
1
8216
for
Glenda.
International Scout II, Licensed electrician. Prompt, calico. 2 tiger stripped Call
made in Belguim. $225. Phone
20 minutes from Murray. 436- 1978
loaded. 40,000 miles, all efficient service. Qualified for 753-3994.
Trailers for rent, couples only. .38. Pets-Supplies
753-1208.
• Professional Services
2261.
reasonable offers considered heating and cooling repairs. 57. Wanted
Dill's Basic and Advanced dog obeat
Dill
Brandon
The Friendly Toucli"
See
wyh
22. Musical
45. Farms For Sale
436-2333.
Trailer Court.
Free estimate. Call 435-4397
All breeds and
classes
dience
Wanted Female roommate to
New and used Baldwin piano
CANTERBURY
1970 Jeep truck with topper
central heat and, ages. Professional instructor.
bedroom,
Two
share duplex. '• mile from
SALE
FOR
Co..
Piano
and organs, Lonardo
CLASSIC
753-5889
Call
$1800.
I
COURTNEY
SMALL
gas,,
natural
436-2858.
campus Call Janice at 753
BY OWNER
across from the Post Office, air-conditioned,
most
the
For
753-1222
ENGINE REPAIR
new furniture and carpet, Wanted: Female German
4121 between 12 and 8.
1978 Jeep Renegade CH,
Small farm house, I' 2
Paris, TN.
home
discriminating
Mowers
Tillers, Chamsows
cablevision. 753-5209.
power steering, power brakes,
Shepherd to be bred to male
acre land. Good garden
Wanted Male roommate to
Fast Service. Guaranteed
Selmer trombone, excellent
buyer, this 4 BR., 3
air-conditioned, tilt wheel, all
Two bedroom mobile home, Shepherd. Call 759-4809 or
share apartment, 3 blocks from
flower bed area.
and
Will
work
B.V.
deliver
and
pickup
-level
condition. $75. 753-7231.
Tr
Bath
extras. Call 753-4812 after
M.S.U. Call 1-821-1772 after 6
$150 per month plus deposit. 474-2346.
PERFECT
Sell for $20,000. Call
753-4864.
home is offered for
630 pm.
Used Spinet piano for sale. 753-9290 or 489-2761.
pm.
STARTER
753-7364.
Produce
40.
appraised
below the
New piano for rent. Paris' first
51. Campers
HOME
market value for a
For sale: Watermelons „and
and finest music store, Leach's
46. Homes For Sale
Neat and attractive
1969 Coachman camper. 15'.
quick sale. You must
King automatic wood heater, cantelopes. Any amount. Pete
(901)642-6463.
western cedar sided
Exceptionally nice home for $1000. Also other household
interior to apand
642-4439.
Valentine,
the
grates
iron
cast
lines,
see
brick
Wanted. Responsible party to
home that could be
sale. Brick, 3 bedroom, den, furnishings. Moving must lisurface top. 41. Public Sale
preciate the luxurious
take over low monthly doors, lift off cook
formal living room. 2 baths. quidate! Call 753-9279
just the home you've
entry
Hardware,
Wallin
striking
$259.99.
quality,
payments on spinet piano. Can
deck, fireplace,.2 car garage between 7 and 9.
Yard sale, old Benton Road,
been looking for. Therfoyer, great room with
be seen locally. Write credit Paris.
1605 Sycamore Street By apone mile from Chestnut Street.
mopane windows, carkitunique
Golden Falcon travel
fireplace,
manager, P.O. Box 537, We buy and sell used air- Plants, material, buttons, gas
pointment only. Owner David 1973 19 ft., sleeps 6. airwith concrete
port,
bedroom
trailer.
master
chen,
conditioners. Dill's Electric, stove, odds and ends. Tuesday.
Shelbyville, IN 46176.
753-4140
Travis,
753-3257:
driveway and corner
conditioned, very clean, must
(18x2)). Huge walk-in
753-9104.
Wednesday, and Thursday.
24. Miscellaneous
lot location are a few
FOR SALE OR TRADE. New 4 sell to settle estate. 753-7418
car garage.
2
closets.
Beautifully landscaped throe bedrooms brkk henso
Rental 43. Real Estate
of the extra nice
bedroom house, extra nice. Will
Chimneys, all full triple wall 30. Business
Large lot. In 80's.
Motors
and
Boats
52.
with 2 baths, living room dining rosin cmuldnation
in
Offered
house
smaller
of
trade-in
features.
take
near
rent,
for
shop
8x30",
$20.99;
pipe, 6"x30",
One bay
LAKE COTTAGE
species's fondly re*. with fireplace ballt-in kitor consider any reasonable ofthe upper PO's.
$29.99, 8", $41.99. Walllin Dexter, $60 per month or $660 3 BR. home on 1 /
4
1
Cypress Springs - New
chen with dishwasher and garbage disposal and
FOR SALE
fer. Call 753-3903. Can be seen
Hardware. Paris.
per year Call 437-4512
POCKETBOOK
acres or/central heat
and lovely - Secluded 2
houl
Deep
A'a
anytime.
refrigerator. Partially floored attic geed for
PLEASER
and air located NW of
bedroom lake home on
aluminum Phoenix. 15 hp
*****ge. he* cur serer wit6 concrete devils
Ideal home for the
Murray. Also included is
FOR SALE OR TRADE. 2 Story, 3
a tree-studded lot.
WE COMM(
fisherJohnson low Boy
driveway. Central heat and sir. L•c•t•ii I. nice
small family, located
or 4 bedroom house near
a 2 car shop wired for
Elec. heat, carpeting,
man motor 6 hours on
TERMITES
near Murray High at 1712 PIeInneighborhood
baths.
full
2
Shores,
compressor. Insulated
Panorama
residential
quiet
a
on
tonk.
range
gallon
6
conditioner,
motor.
air
wlew Dr. Low 60's. For mere informatimi cull 753cooking island, sun deck, carto TVA standards.
street. This 11
2 story
/
cheap to run, Minnkoto
Also hoorsohold, Iowa inidosirs mod outdoors mud
and ref. inc. A new
Priced in the 20's.
troller and battery. EZ
port with storage area. Franklin
home has a living
10'x20' wooden deck is
Trees
Rider trailer $550. Coll
fireplace, and central air. Call
room with fireplace,
now being built, enjoy
Nice older home. Com436,2696.
436-2851.
DEPENDABLE
family
room,
dining
of
FOR
the carefree days
pletely remodeled. 3
room, central gas heat
House in Gatesborough subdivibdr. enclosed porch,
summer on beautiful
Professional Pest Ceatreland one-car garage.
sion, with pool, 3 bedrooms, 35 Ft. Chris Craft Roamer
gas heat with low
Ky. Lake. A real buy
Price reduced to
den. 2 baths, garage, central Sedan Cruiser. Make offer. Ofutilities. 12' above the
at only $21,000.
heat and air, priced in the fice (314) 748-5561. home.
$33,000. Phone 753-1222
ground swimming pool
753-11080
$40's Call for appointment. (314)471-8188
in back yard. Only
Kopperud Realty.
Termites You spend thousonds of dollars for a home but never think
753-1205
S28,900.
Glasspar runabout, 16', 70 hp
about termites - they cause the most damage next to fire Move
Seirley W114•11
753-11143
Three bedroom house for sale MERC., trailer. $1000. 753your home treated now, 753-3914, Kelley's Termite 8. Pest ConIS2-7476
Illosamel.
by owner Large living and din- 6937.
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
trol, 100 South 13th Street, Murray, KY Over 33 years experience
Shaemehoir Ascilefror
ing room, 2 fireplaces 53. Services Offered
Home owned and operated
201 Weisel Sherd
7534124
4
#
$30.000 40% down, will
NEW OFFICE HOURS:
Closed All Day Wed
Atchtsons Painting Service, inMonday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Saturday 730 til 5:00 finance balance at 7% with low terior and exterior. paperhangmonthly payments. Call
Aborray Calloway
Price ef
between 7 and 10 PM. 753- ing. Also general house repair.
Gaiety Realty
NAMIC117 $1.25
PRICE SHAVE 75' 9279
Free estimates. References furNes.11•1 Ploosil Cala ple.•(A 753 JUS moo Ivy is
(502)753-0146
nished. All work guaranteed.
N.,NI& Ser..
(While It Lasts)
354 N. 1311,51.
Three bedroom brick, 8 miles Phone 492-8866 or 247-3313.
Illurrent, iv. 42571
west of Murray. Entry hall. den
118 15 FL Commercial Tweed Only
$2.21 in. yd.
with fireplace. living room, din- AA-1 ALL TYPES home remodel12 ft Grass Carnot Nifty Colon
$2.00 sq. yd.
maintenance
and
ing room, all electric kitchen. 3 ing
Four bedroom home nea
12 15 ft Prinled Kitchen Carpet
$3.15 sq. yd.
baths. walk-in closet, utility, References Guaranteed work
MSU, aluminum siding, gas
12 N. Robber Back Slug
double garage with automatic Free estimates Call 753-8948
heat, lot 300' deep with good
Nary Colon Hoary Carpet
$4.5 se. yd.
Commercial Property Located on the
door, storage room, central air after 5 pm
garden spot Seperate garage
12 ft Ni to Shag Caranthrls lad
and heat. pella windows and Aluminum siding 56 years ex
and workshop Only $18,000
Southside of the Court Square
doors, large patio and perience. Complete aluminum
Nam Styles and Colors
Ody $1.15 sq. yd.
Call Spann Realty Associates,
shaded
acre
one
on
workshop
at
Garland's
the
7531/24
Two story masonry building located at 401
needs Call
Duman& and Thousands ol yank el aintol
lot with blacktop drive. Priced 489-2427 or 328-8398.
Hits Shag Pink Shay aid Saran Skil . .
Only $6.15 61.
Maple. Dimensions of building: 41 x110.
This
on
attractive
brick
located
is
o
home
corchoice
435-4276
in
$80'5.
low
the
INC
TY,
REM
STROUT
We Wm Mut we advertise
A complete service, washers,
sorra.
ner lot on Doran Rood. It has 3 bedrooms, 2 baths,
71. lowing owe 1•011
house. dryers, air-conditioners, and
bedroom
Three
Noon Rolland Pod
$1.3514. yd
4.7.1 en.41.1r,
The ground floor of said building is presently
foyer, living room, dining room, kitchen and den. Cenaluminum siding, appliances refrigerators Call 759-1322.
FARMS MOM'S
% Foam PM
81.08 i1.11
tral gas heat. Air conditioning, stove, refrigerator,
to long term leases yielding annual insubject
BUSINESSES
newly
decorated.
included,
Prompt
service.
1% ON fa Cosh NNW
dishwasher and disposal. Newly decorated throughout.
MI AND RECREATICIIIII I
near M.S.U. 753-6397 after 5
come of over S6500.
Om hick load of santelaffleslffivt 00"
PROPERTY
Reasonably priced in the 540s Call
•
pm.
.lob hod
Only $3.80 se. yd.
Listings needed, Offices
Three bedroont house. 2 baths.
Sellers will finance a portion of :the soles
Full rd prices ores Ink •
Coos? ,to Coast. Buyers
from Everywhere "Free
5 acres Five miles from town
lid roils sivIdleg armed ••11 so to 70 hat nisard of arks&
2 annual interest.
/
price at 101
Catalog
Call 436-2573
STRONTIUM
47. Motorcycles
753-0501 or 753 7531
If interested call Linda at (502) 753-1292.
":;;Tirro'I'
I miles semis of Mornay. Ky. ea Hwy. 611. Op** 111-S
for cm appointment
•
For sale Y1-80 motorcycle
Morro, y
Six days U week
753-6632
Wanted A used Coke or Pepsi
machine Call after 8.00 pm,
753-9059.
Want to buy tobacco scaffolds.
Call 753-8428.

I

iIij

Mal
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Kelley's Termite
IL Pest Control, Inc.

GIANT CARPET
REDUCTION SALE

FOR SALE

Paschall and Son

John C. Neubauer,
Realtor

4
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Apparently Smothered By Mother

Deaths & Funerals I
Former Resident,
Dewitt T. Watkins,
Dies At Hospital
Word has been received of
the death of Dewitt Talmadge
Watkins, formerly of this
area, who died Aug. 2 at the
Clay Memorial Hospital,
(;rt•en Owe -Springs, Fla. He
was 136 years of age and a resident of Penney Farms Retirement Community, Penney
Farms,Fla.
Graveside memorial services were held Aug. 6 in the
cemetery at Penney Farms
with the Rev. Ronald Ober and
the Rev. Aaron Meckel officiating.
Mr. Watkins was born Feb.
9, 1894. at Hardin in Marshall
County. He and his wife, the
former Emma Meador, who
survives, were married June
4, 1918, in Murray.
• The deceased served in the
U. S. Navy from 1915 to 1919,
operated a small battery
business in Murray, for a
short time, before going to
Tulsa, Okla., to work for
Phillips Petroleum Co. In 1925
he moved to Detroit, Mich.,
:yhere he resided until his
retirement in 1958.
He and his wife traveled
throughout the United States,
Alaska, and Canada before
they located in Zephyrhills,
Fla., in 1960. They moved to
the Penney Farms in 1972.
Survivors include his wife,
Emma; one daughter, Mrs.
Charlotte Bode, College Park,
Md.: two grandchildren, Anthony and Judy Bode; one
brother, John Watkins, Lancaster, Pa.: three sisters Mrs. Mary Ross, Bragg City,
- Mrs. Deanie Osborne,
i'aducah, and Mrs. Ruth
Totinston, Benton.

Panda Cub Found Dead In Cage

Final Rites Held
Monday Afternoon
For Mrs. Wicker
Services for Mrs. Beulah
Wicker of Hazel Route 1 were
held Monday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Miller Funeral
Horfie, Hazel, with the Rev.
Joe Bagwell and the Rev.
Terry Wilson officiating. Mr.
Oneida White was pianist and
soloist.
Pallbearers were Vethro,
Clovis, and Elmo Abels, Doris
and Horace Allen, and
Franklin Venable. Burial was
in the South Pleasant Grove
Cemetery.
Mrs. Wicker, 83, died Saturday at 12:15 p.m. at her home.
She is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Floyd Kimbro,
Hazel Route 1; two sons,
Buford and Adrian Wicker,
South Fulton, Tenn.; five
sisters, one brother, three
grandchildren, and three
great grandchildren.

ATTENDS RANCH - Calloway County Sheriff Max
Minser,
Morris (second from left) is shown with Michael
attending
are
who
Clayton
Chris
and
McDaniel
Freddie
ranch,
the Kentucky Sheriff's Boys and Girls Ranch. The
children
located in Gilbertsville, is for underprivileged
several
ages 9-13. All ranchers are involved in
recreational events like swimming,tennis and basketball.

The funeral for Mrs. Hubert
(Esther) Deering of Murray
Route 1, Browns Grove and
Lynn Grove communities, will
be held Wednesday at 2 p.m.
at the chapel of the Max Churchill Funeral Home with the
Rev. Mike Litrell officiating.
Music will be provided by
the choir of the Salem Baptist
Church, where she was a
member. Burial will follow in
the Paschall Cemetery in
Henry County, Tenn.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mrs. Deering, GB, diedMonday at 2:30 a.m, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Born Aug. 25, 1911, in
Henry County, Tenn., she was
the daughter of Lamora
Paschall Nance, who survives, and Guy Nance who
died in September 1961.
Final rites for Mrs. Nora
Survivors include her husByrd, widow of Jeff Byrd, are band, Hubert, to whom she
at
p.m.
being held today at 2
was married on Nov. 16, 1929;
the chapel of the Byrn Funeral her mother, Mrs. Nance,
Home, Mayfield, with James Pans, Tenn.; one son, Hugh
Shockley and Robert Usrey of- Deering and wife, Jo Anne,
ficiating.
Murray Route 1; four grandServing as pallbearers are children - Mrs. Janet D.
Ray. Fred, and Kenton Myers, Joyce Deering, Danny
Broach, Jack Cochran. Jack Deering, and Charlie Deering;
Ford, and Tommy Richard- one great grandchild, Cody
son. Burial will follow in the Myers.
Lebanon Cemetery near
Also surviving are four
Sedalia.
sisters- Mrs. Ruby Haygood,
Mrs. Byrd, 99, died Satur- Mayfield, Mrs. James
day morning at the Westview (Buthel) Cowden, Cookeville,
Nursing Home,Murray.
Tenn., and Mrs. Thomas(May
She is survived by one Nell) Wilkerson and Mrs. Rob
daughter, Mrs. Walter Con- (Gwen) Gingles, Murray;
ner, Murray, one son, Buford three brothers - John Nance,
C. Byrd, Orlando, Fla., seven Webberville, Mich., Ted
grandchildren, and several Nance, Paris, Tenn., and Bobgreat grandchildren and great by Nance,Farmington.
great grandchildren.

By FRED BAYLES
Associated Press Writer
BOSTON (AP) - With a
parade that attracted 200,000
to the streets of Boston, the
American Legion has convened its 62nd annual meeting,
nearly as strong as ever
thanks to an influx of Vietnam
veterans.
About 20,000 Legionnaires
and their families are in
Boston this week for the convention, where they will hear
from independent presidential
candidate John B. Anderson
on Tuesday, Republican contender Ronald Reagan on
Wednesday and President
Carter on Thursday.
The Legion, which has
grown by 10,000 this year after
a decline for the past four
years, takes its political role
seriously. It has refused to endorse a presidential candidate
since its inception in 1919 as an
organization for World War I
veterans.
Membership reached a high
of 3.3 million in 1946, then fell
,to a low of 2.5 million in 1964.
Figures have wavered over
the past decade, but 700,000
Vietnam-era veterans have
pushed membership back to
2.6 million - the largest
veterans' organization in this
country.
"We have experienced an
increase in members and feel
it is because of a new concern
about this country and the
community," says National
Commander Frank I
Hamilton, a 57-year-old
Greensburg, Ind., attorney
who served in the Army during World War II. "American

Livestock Market

GOOD
AS
GOLD „
WHEN
THE
TRAIL
GETS
ROUGH

-ealth
• contra.
ng income.
And if you are
ck or hurt and can't
Recovery Incor,

Bob Nonney
Insurance
Agent
107 N. 4th
753-4937
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a subsidia
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Howard Glen
Mathis Recipient
Of Scholarship

Legion Holds 62nd Convention

Rites Wednesday
At Local Chapel
For Mrs. Deering

Funeral Is Today
At Chapel For
Mrs. Nora Byrd

He said one of the three pan- long when it was born Aug. 10,
da keepers noticed the mother but Schoch said these dimenwas holding the cub in an sions tripled during its brief
awkward position and licking life. The zoo's veterinarians
the body. The keeper tried to were afraid to examine it
revive the baby, but it ap- while it was alive, fearing the
parently had been dead for mother might harm it, so its
several hours, the director sex had not been determined.
said.
But an autopsy was to be perThe cub weighed three formed today to establish the
ounces and was three inches sex and the cause of death.
The parents were separated
the day before Ying Ying gave
birth, and the zoo had not planned to reunite the family for
several months to protect the
baby. But after the cub was
1973
a
Glen
Mathis,
Howard
found dead, Pe Pe was allowgraduate of Calloway County ed to rejoin his mate.
High School, has been selected
Schoch said he hoped Ying
as the recipient of the Hurley Ying and Pe Pe would mate
Construction Scholarship for again next spring.
the 1980-81 school year at MurZoos in Washington, D.C.,
London and Tokyo have failed
to mate the rare animals,
thought to number fewer than
300 in the wild. There are
about 40 in captivity, 11 outside their native China and
Tibet.
the snail darter to the danger
The pandas were gifts from
of Castro's Cuba. The group is
the Chinese government to
a strong advocate of increased
then Mexican President Luis
military spending, favoring a
hcheverria during a trip to
new strategic bomber and
Peking in 1975.
deployment of the neutron
Zoo surgeon Dr. Juan Tellez
weapon,two weapons systems
Giron told reporters he believscrapped by the Carter Administration.

By GORDON D. MOTE
Associated Press Writer
MEXICO CITY (AP)- The
first giant panda naturally
conceived and born in captivity was apparently smothered
by its mother eight days after
its birth, but the director of
Mexico City's Chapultepec
Zoo hopes the parents will try
again next year.
Zoo director John Schoch
said keepers discovered early
Monday that the tiny cub had
been dead for several hours.
He said it was believed Ying
Ying,the mother,accidentally
suffocated it.
"It may have been because
this was Ying Ying's first
baby and she didn't know what
to do," he told a news conference.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API - USDA Estimated receipts cattle and calves
1700; compared to Monday's close
limited slaughter steers and heifers
steady: slaughter cows and bulls
steady, slaughter calves and yealers
untested early; feeder steers I.00-2.00
higher, these 2.00-3.00 higher for two
days trading feeder heifers erung fully steady,
Slaugher steers choice 868-1155 lb
71,20-73.00; mixed good and choice 866
1080 lb 70.10-71.20; good 796813 lb 64.710756.
Slaughter heifers choice 1030-1044 lb
68.0048.10; mixed good and choice 805990 lb 65,20-67.90;
Slaughter cows utility and commercial
4396-4950. high dressing and high boning percent utility 4990-5290. cutter
42.50-45.50; canner and cutter under 800
lb 38.50-4250;
Slaugher bulls yield grade 1-2 10081660
lb 54 00-5880; yield grade 1 1250 lb 59.75,
yield grade 2 920-1320 15 00-5410.
Slaughter calves and yealers untested
early;
Feeder steers medium frame 1296-300
lb 85.0895.00; 300-500 lb 79.0045 00; 500600 lb 74 0040 00; 600.700 lb 73.0878.70;
700-860 lb 68 25-75 50; large frame I 775940 lb 65 50-69,00. medium frame 2 396500 lb 72,00-79 00, 500-700 lb 65 00-74 00,
large frame 2 mostly holsteins 400-600 lb
6) 00.70.00; three loads and several port
loads 740965 lb holsterns 59,8042 70,
Heifers medium frame I 306500 lb
6000-7325. 500430 lb 6500.4900 including 65 head 555 lb 69.90, medium
frame 2400-650 )D60.0048.00;
Stock cows medium frame 1-2790-1156
lb 3-6 years old 45 00-56 75,
Hogs 1000. compared to Monday's
close barrows and gilts 1 25-1 50 lower;
US 1-2 215-285 lb 49 25-49.80, a few to
49.80; US 2 200-285 lb 48.76-49 25, US 2-3
1916370 lb 48 00-48.75; US 3and utility 190315 lb 45.00-45 50; sows mostly 75
higher, US 1-2 458750 lb 44 50-45 45, •
few 1o45 75, US 2-3454-596 lb 43 00-44.00.
US 3 400-655 lb 40.50-41 50. boars over 270
1b35 7640 50. under 270 lb 28 0613 00.
Sheep 25. receesented ciasaes steady •
slaughter ewes utility to good 100-145 lb
12 0040 00, aged bucks 1200

Legion members are 'optimistic about the future, but
they are upset about the way
things have been."
The Legion, headquartered
in Indianapolis, is divided into
58 "departments," including
the 50 states, and several
foreign countries. Membership is heavy in the Midwest
and South. Pennsylvania has
the most members with
249,054. Hawaii has the fewest
with 2,190.
The Legion will consider 800
resolutions this convention,
ranging from the protection of

ed the reason the 5-foot-high,
250-pound pandas mated in
captivity here was because of
a good diet and because they
live together year-round.
He said most zoos put the
animals together during
mating season, but that
because of the panda's highly
sensitive hormone system,
those sporadic couplings have
been fruitless.
Telex Glron said one panda
cub was born in a Chinese zoo
in 1963, but the mother was
believed pregnant when captured. He said another panda
was artificially inseminated in
China in 1978 and gave birth to
two cubs,one of which died.
The Panda is a nocturnal
animal resembling a bear but
a is a member of the racoon
family. They come from lofty
bamboo forests in central
China. While bamboo has been
a dietary mainstay for the
animals here, they also are
fed chicken, beef, apples, carrots, eggs, spinach, honey,
sugar, salt, bone meal and
vitamins.

GM To Recall
Camaros, Firebirds

The Legion has also taken
up the banner of social issues
in recent years, fighting for increased GI benefits and
renovations and improvements at Veterans Administration hospitals.

DETROIT (AP)- General
Motors Corp. has recalled
about 85,000 1980 Chevrolet
Camaro and Pontiac Firebird
cars because of a possible
steering gear problem.
GM said Monday that a nut
connecting the front lower ball
joint to the steering knuckle
might not have been tightened
fully during assembly at its
Van Nuys, Calif., plant. The
nut could loosep and fall off,
permitting the joint to
separate,officials said.

Howard Glen Mathis

ray State University.
Mathis' educational ability
and personal commitment are
exemplified through his 3.51
G.P.A. in the completion of his
last semester's work. Additionally, he is classified as a
The mine dedication will be "Dean's List, High ScholarFRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)The first simulated coal mine held in conjunction with the ship" student.
The Hurley Construction
completed in Kentucky will be dedit.i.ion of a new technical
dedicated in Madisonville wing at the Madisonville Com- Scholarship, in the amount of
munity College.
$250.00 each semester over a
Sept. 5.
Regular instruction began two year period is awarded
The $500,000 mine building,
it
annually to a deserving young
located on the campus of the in the mine Aug. 1, while
Vocational- was also used last spring for man or woman who will be
Madisonville
Technical School, is equipped Kentucky's first mine-training pursuing the Bachelor of
Science degree in Conwith all the makings of a real program for women.
Experimental Mine No. 2, struction Technology or the
coal mine and is known as Exlocated in Hazard, was com- Associate of Science or
perimental Mine No. 1.
However, gravel is used for pleted after the Hopkins Coun- Bachelor of Science degree in
instructional purposes instead ty facility but has already Civil Engineering Technology
been dedicated.
from the College of Industry
of coal.
Another simulated mine is and Technology.
Bill Hatley, director of
Mathis, the son of Howard
Vocational Region II, said the near completion at Harlan and
simulated mine enables another is proposed for the Damon and Alma Jo Mathis of
Box 5, Dexter, is married to
students to experience the dif- Paintsville area.
the former Jill Falwell.
ficulty in maneuvering equipment in cramped conditions or
total darkness.
The state Department of
Federal State Market News Service
August 19,1980
Mines and Minerals will also
The Rev. Dr. B. F. Green, Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
use the imitation mine to in- pastor of the First Street Bap- Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
struct mine-resuce teams in tist Church, Hopkinsville, was Receipts: ACT. 319 EST. 750 Barrows &
Gilts 50e lower sows from $1.00 higher
first aid and safety training.
949.0049 50
elected moderator of the US 1-2210-240 lbs.
148.75-49.25
US 2 2182501A:3s
General Association of Bap- US 2-3 240-260 lbs. .. .
$47 75-48.75
tists in Kentucky at the US 2-4300-296 lbs.
Sows
meeting held at the First US 1-2270-350 Lbs...
$39.0640.00
338.50-39.50
Lbs...
Church, Hopkinsville, Aug. 12 US 1-3 300-450 Ilbs.
$39.50-41.50
US 1-3 450-500
to 15.
$41.5043.00
US 1-3 500-650 Cho ..
837.50-111.50
The new moderator served US 2-3300-500 lbs

Mine To Be Dedicated

Baptists Hold
General Meet

II

Three Charged
For Break-In
At Belcher Oil
Two men and a juvenile
each were charged with thirddegree burglary in connection
with the June 13 break-in at
the Belcher Oil Co. plant, according to a Murray Police
Department spokesman.
Charged were Jerry Fox,
Robert Mohundro, who
already was in jail on another
charge, and the juvenile, the
spokesman said. Bond has
been set at $5,000 each for the
charge,the spokesman added.
The arrests were made in a
effort with
combined
Calloway County Sheriff's Office officials.
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Hog Market

1974 Buick Riviera, blue, loaded. $1200.00
$1700.00

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.

Murray Civitans To
Attend Convention

CQ
441 South

004 QUALITY
fifirnCi PARTS
Wan

GM

753-2617

MIMI.

Abu'Ai-

Boars $30.00-33.00

Several members of the
Murray Civitan Club plan to
attend the twelfth annual convention of the Kentucky
District of Civitan International in Louisville, Aug. 22-23.
Leading the group will be

Mrs. Opal Roberts, Club
President; R. B. Barton,
president for 1980-81; Nick
Horton, president elect,
Frances Whitnell, secretary,
Edith Carson, sergeant at
arms and Cynthia Hart,
treasurer -all officers for 198081 year beginning October 1,
1980.
Others attending will be
Hoyt Roberts, Cofield Vance,
John Emerson, Hilda Whitnell
and Wayne Williams.
The incoming club officers
for 1980-81 will attend a special
officer training session.
Two of the trainers will be
Miss Frances Whitnell with
secretaries and treasurers
and Wayne Williams with
lieutenant governors. Miss
Whitnell has served her local
club as secretary for the past
two years. Williams has served as lieutenant governor for
VI which includes
ALLS, Area
WILLARD
Hopkinsville, Cadiz and Murregistered pharmacist at the
two years and
County ray for the past
Murray-Calloway
will be Training Coordinator
Hospital, will present a one
for Kentucky Civitans in 1980hour continuing education pro81.
Pa"The
subject,
the
on
gram
the
for
Medication,"
tient and
First District Kentucky PharPrices of stocks of local interest 01 11
maceutical Association
am CST today furnished to The Murray
meeting at 6 p.m. on Ledger & Times by First of ?tieing.
Thursday, Aug. 21, at the Holi- Corp , of Murray.
day Inn, Gilbertsville. Ails Industrial Average
4894-94
speaks regularly to church, Air Products
54-94
Motors
civic and school groups on Amencan
3391+
Ashland
St+ 9a
drug abuse.
American Telephone

WHAT YOU SEE-- IS NOT WHAT YOU GETThe store
lf
prices in town often advertises
higba.she
with_the
10 or 12 items at a very low price, but remember, there
are about 10,000 items in the average Big John Store,
and dig John has the lowest shelf prices EVERY DAY!

Stock Market

Chrysler
Ford Motor
GAF
General Care
General Dynamics
Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Goodyear
Gulf Oil
Fthrden
ein
IBM
Irmo
Kmart
Kahn's But K
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Texaco
U S Tobacco
Wendy'-

We Accept Visa
Master Charge
Layaways

The Decor Store

STORE HOURS:
Mon. Thru

Phone
753-3642

Bel-Air Decor
Bel-Air Shopping Center

Sat. 3:00 p.m.
Open 7:00 a.m

Fri. 8:00 p.m

Prepasted Wallpaper
Sale
Dr. B. F. Green
as first vice moderator of the
body for six years and succeeds Dr. G. M. Smith of Lexington.
Speakers at the meeting included the Rev. Dr. R.
Whitlock, the Rev. J. H.
Taylor, the Rev. Dr. Smith,
the Rev. A. R. Lesley, the
Rev. W. J. Hodge, the Rev. C.
Mackey Daniels, the Rev.
Chris Hagan, the Rev. Robert
A. Hill, the Rev. J. M.
Bransford, and the Rev. G. H.
Childs.

Henry Authorities
Call Off Search
For Plane

PARIS, Tenn. - The Henry
County Sheriffs Department
called off a search Monday for
a small plane that reportedly
went down somewhere in nor11+4
thern Henry County.
'•
774-0
11A. une
According to reports, four
no trade
witnesses said they saw the
71t4.9Genral
plane go down in a heavily
11144-44
northeast of
2294-44 • wooded area
1994-64 • Paris. Authorities have sear4194-44
ched on the ground and in the
17.6).
3264-%
sir.
411%-1-44
After suspending the sear2794h, Tree
.254-41.
ch, local authorities issued a
unr
missing persons bulletin.
3044-4
Authorities added the search
4-ki
1
37/
will.. not resume until the
9094+ 0'.
11vra
bulletin has been answered.

Strippable and Scrubbable
1 2"

Per Double

Reg. $13.90 Per Double

WOW $

Reg. $11.90 Per Double

Now $ 000 Per Double

Now

Reg. $11.90 Per Double

$1100
vo

Per Double

Carpet Sale

Sculptured Plush
Plush $7.50-$7.95-$8.95-$11.00
$7.5047.9548.95
Come In and Check Our Samples
Exterior Latex - 2 gal. Pail 1268 Latex.
$1 995
Save WOO On 2 Gal. Pail Only

Exterior Rustic Stain

Reg. $28.05 Value

Reg. Price
$12.35
$13.25
Now
Only

$8.95

Latex 8. Oil
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